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ABSTRACT

Small-scale fisheries are often characterized by a diversity of livelihood strategies

and an equally diverse assortment of govemance institutions. In the context of south

Asìan small-scale fisheries, these livelihood strategies and locally-adapted institutions are

experiencing significant change. The objectives of this thesis reflect an attempt to

understand local-level realities of small-scale fisheries while exploring the impacts of

change. They were: 1) to examine resource use and livelihood activities in the fishery;

2) study local level institutions and governance structures, including local rules and

property rights regimes that govem resource use in the fishery; and 3) evaluate hndings

in terms of policy-level discussions on the potential for co-management.

These objectives were addressed primarily through semi-structured interviews,

participant observation, and focus groups with fishers. The focus ofthe research was on

the island of Vallarpadam in the Cochin area of central Kerala, India. The fishing caste

community engaged in unlicensed stake net fishing represented the primary research

group, and the bulk of interviews were conducted with fishers, vendors and marketers.

Interviews were also conducted with state and caste organization officials.

In south India, various fo¡ces of change are impacting the livelihood of small-

scale fishing communities. For example, in the study area, the stake net fishing

community on Vallarpadam Island has experienced the impact of the development of

markets for its shrimp catch. Changes in resource use are reflected in changing property

rights in the stake net fishing grounds, as well as though the introduction of state

initiated licensing for fishing activity. The local responses have been various. There has

been a decrease in the diversity of gear used by fishers and three groups of unlicensed

fishers have emerged to challenge state licensing of the lucrative shrimp fishing grounds

by articulating their own system for distributing access to fishing sites.

The padu system of fishing site allocation operates among the unlicensed stake

net fishers in the community, alongside other stake net fishers from the same community

who possess state licenses. The padu system is also present in stake net frshing

communities in the neighboring state of Tamil Nadu and in Sri Lanka. The findings from

the research highlight the padu system in the study community, and compare these to
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those identified in Tamil Nadu and Sri Lanka. The locally-adapted system for rotating

access to stake net fishing sites serves to mediate conflict, distribute opportunities

equitably, and functions as a mechanism for the collective responsibility of its members.

The research contributes to the body of knowledge that addresses the

management of small-scale fisheries. It highlights the role of local-level management

initiatives and sihrates these responses within the cross-scale architecture of change that

is becoming increasingly apparent in small-scale fishing communities throughout Asia.

The realization that the management of the commons is, in fact, occuning at multiple

scales provides the necessary background for the exploration of management initiatives

that attempt to address the cross-scale nature of fisheries nlanagement. In particular, it

highlights the crucial role of community-based govemance and the need for linkages that

connect these to govemment-level responses and initiatives.
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CHAPTER ONE:
SETT/NG AND CONTEXT

Shrimp at the market þhoto K. Lobe)



1.1 lntroduction

...[S]ocial and ecological systems are in fact linked. The delineation
between social and ecological (and between nature and culture) is
ar rtcial and arbitrary. The emerging view of an íntegrated social and
ecological system also applies to the world of fisheries. Globalization
issues, such as the vulnerability of local fisheries to international tnarkets,
have emphasized the interconnected nature of the world.

(Berkes et al. 2001)

In many ofthe coastal regions of South Asia where livelihoods are closely tied to

the resource base, fishing communities have historically developed a diverse assortment

of livelihood strategies and institutional arrangements that reflect the diversity of the

ecosystems in which they exist (Bailey and Pomeroy 1996, Kurien 1998, Allison and

Ellis 2001). These diverse strategies and instihrtions are often identified as fundamental

criteria for the maintenance of sustainable livelihoods, in that they support the ability of

local resource users to cope with changes in the system without undermining the resource

base on which they depend (Scoones 1998). The literature surrounding common property

resources further suggests that locally crafted institutions are one ofthe key elements for

sustainable management of resources. It identifies a wide range of groups that have self-

organized for generations by devising institutions for resource use, highlighting the

crucial role that communities have traditionally played in the management of the

resources upon which their livelihoods depend (Berkes et al. 2001, Ostrom et al. 1999,

Berkes 1989, Feeny 1994, Bhatta et al. 1998).

The importance of diversity, with respect to both livelihood strategies and

institutions, is apparent in the small-scale inland fishery of the backwaters of Kerala,

India. However, exogenous changes, particularly the trend towards increased export

orientation of fishe¡ies in the 1970s and the change in access rights to fishing grounds,

had a dramatic impact the livelihood strategies of snall-scale fishers. These changes

have resulted in increased fishing activity for export-oriented species and a corresponding

decline in the diversity of traditional gears being used. The increased fishing pressure on

fishing grounds has given rise to institutional adaptations for a group of unlicensed
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frshers who assert their traditional fishing rights over the gear and locations associated

with those species with an increased value on the expod market.

The research examines the livelihood activity sunounding the small-scale fishery

in one traditional fìshing community that has experienced these changes first hand and

identifies the management institutions that have evolved in response to the changes. It
focuses primarily on the role of local institutions, govemance bodies and property rights

regimes in the management of the small-scale fishery ìn the Kerala backwaters, arguing

that when present, these factors represent a crucial opportunity for sustainable

management of frshery resources.

1.1 .1 Why Small-Scale Fisheries?

Today, snall-scale fisheries employ 50 of the world's 51 million fishers,
practically all of whont are fronz developing countries.

(Berkes et al. 2001: vii)

Given the sheer number of individuals, households and communities dependent

on srnall-scale fishing activity as a means of livelihood, the appropriateness of the

selected scale for analysis for the research should be readily apparent. Livelihoods

surrounding small-scale fisheries are often diverse and have emerged from specific

ecological contexts. They provide a wealth of knowledge on ecosystem functions and

afford a clearer look at the linkages between social and ecological systems. Within

fisheries management, the importance of small-scale fisheries is receiving increasing

attention for many ofthese reasons. Following a brief look at how small-scale fisheries

are defined, this section explores the diversity of small-scale fisheries and examines their

importance in the ongoing dialogue sunounding fisheries management.

Small-scale fisheries may be differentiated from large scale (often called

industrial) frsheries which operate with technologically sophisticated vessels, on-board

processing facilities and target a large percentage of the global fish catch from a more

limited number of species. Berkes et al. (2001) argue that there is no universal definition

of small-scale fisheries and that terms like "artisanal" and "subsistence" are sometimes

used interchangeably to refer to small-scale fishing activity. For the purpose of the

research, the term will be used to refer to those fishing activities that operate from shore
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using non-motorízed, craft in fishing grounds located close to the area of habitation.

More specifically, it will refer to the locally-adapted methods of fishing used in the

Cochin estuary.

One of the key characteristics that differentiate small-scale fisheries from larger

scale is the diversity of both species harvested and gears used. Scoones (1998) argues

that one ofthe ways in which resource dependent communities utilize their various assets

to cope with and adapt to the change is through the diversification of livelihood

strategies. Kurien (1998) supports this model of adaptation, arguing that "small-scale

fisheries world over have evolved in time and space from specific ecological, and

changing socio-economic and cultural contexts which are marked by diversity rather than

homogeneity... ". This diversihcation has traditionally been a critical element of the

resilience of communities tied to a resource base. With regard to small-scale frsheries,

Kurien (2000) states that "diversity is the hallmark of artisanal fishing craft and gear

technologies."

While the idea of occupational diversity at first seems at odds within the context

of fishing communities, it is the reality for most developing country fishing communities

(Allison and Ellis 2001; Bailey and Pomeroy 1996). Occupational rnultiplicity reflects

the diverse coastal ecosystems present in much of south Asia, and may include fishing for

multiple species, charcoal production, wage labour, subsistence agriculture and other

activities.

This multiplicity reflects the wide range of roles for other members of the fishing

communities who do not necessarily participate in the actual fishing (i.e. women's

livelihood strategies). Bailey and Pomeroy (1996) argue that this type of occupational

diversity serves to greatly reduce a fishing household's lulnerability to the change and

loss traditionally associated with less diverse livelihood strategies dependent on a single

resource. The broad-based economy identified ín many coastal communities serves to

diversify the income sources of the community's members, making them more resilient

to change.

It is increasingly recognized that the unique nature of small-scale fishery

livelihoods necessitates new directions for fisheries management policy (Kurien 1998;

Allison and Ellis 2001; Berkes et al. 2001). The imposition of fisheries management
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initiatives based on single species, increased economic efficiency and technological

advancement ignore the very nature of small-scale fisheries. Allison and Ellis (2001)

argue that fisheries policies often focus on sectoral aspects of fishing in isolation and hold

to equilibrium views that assume catching capacity can be matched to resource

productivity. Licensing, restrictions on access, minimum mesh sizes and other

instruments utilized for large-scale fisheries management are often imposed through top-

down management initiatives. These instruments reflect views that neglect the wider

coastal economy and importance of the diversity of lívelihood strategies in which small-

scale fishing communities are engaged. Further, they tend to be less responsive to change

and lack the ability to adapt to trends and shocks at the local Ievel (McCay and Jentoft

1998; Allison and Ellis 2001).

The scale chosen for the research reflects the importance of the local level

realities of communities engaged in small-scale fisheries livelihoods. It provides the

necessary context for the discussion of how these realities are shaped and influenced by

changes initiated at larger scales and how they need to be reflected in hsheries

management initiatives for small-scale fisheries. This relationship is explored further

below.

1,1.2 -lhe Cross-Scale Nature of Gommons Management

My research is premised on the understanding that neither centralized government

management nor local level management works well in isolation. Rather, it

acknowledges that resource management occurs at multiple levels and scales that may

interact in either positive or negative ways (Berkes 2002). Cross-scale interactions refer

to linking institutions both horizontally (across space) and verlically (across levels of

organization). Property rights and comrnunity-based approaches to resource management

represent one of the responses from the local level. Understanding the dynamic

relationships and linkages across scales therefore becomes critical, as does supporting

local level management in itjatives.

Common property theory has entered the discussion sunounding local

management of small-scale fisheries by asserting the importance of rules, norms,

property rights and the ensuing institutional forms that often adminisfer access to and use



of fishery resources. It is argued that these institutional forms serve as one of the critical

keys to understanding the elusive link between dynamic social and ecological systems

(Berkes and Folke 1998). Being highly mobile and difficult to privatrze or regulate,

fishery resources provide a useful arena for the exploration of the role for community

based institutions in the cross-scale resource management of commons.

Common property (or common pool) resources (CPRs) can be defined as a class

of resource for which exclusion, or control of access to the resource, is problematic, and

where each user's extraction activities is capable of subtracting from the welfare of other

resource users (Berkes 1989). Thus solving the comtnons dilemma hinges on two main

factors: the exclusion and the subtractability problems.

Exclusion is an important concept for dealing with CPRs. It dehnes one of the

key characteristics of CPRs - the difniculty in excluding individuals from the commons.

Solving this problem of exclusion is one of the requirements for making the commons

work effectively (Berkes 1989; Ostrom 1990; Feeny 1994). One of the keys to

establishing exclusion is the determination of the boundaries ofthe commons in question.

The diffrculty with establishing boundaries includes coordinating with existing legal

boundaries, questions of how to enforce the boundaries and how to actually establish

them for resources which are not stationary (i.e. fish). When effective, this process

allows for property rights to be established through govemment intervention, though

private property or though communally-held property. What matters, Berkes (1989)

states, is not so much how they are established, but that they are established and restrict

access to the resource.

The issue of subtractability means the users of the commons may compete for the

resource and deplete or degrade it even if outsiders have been excluded. Thus, it is

essential that the resource users are able to establish sets of rules or institutions for the

govemance of the commons. ln the case of traditional societies, Gomez-Pompa et al.

(1992) suggest that these rules were put in place tkough "cultural mechanisms that

attached symbolíc and social significance to land and resources beyond their immediate

extractive value". Westem tradition has attempted in some cases to mimic these

mechanisms by allowing for collective-choice arrangements that function based on

reciprocity (Oakerson 1992). While the pitfalls inherent in this approach are readily
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apparent ("free-riders" can derail it), it effectively places the decisions within the realm

of the resource users who will ultimately benefit from its conservation or, aìternately,

suffer from its degradation. Other arrangements involving govemment institutions or

extemal agencies provide some benefit to the commons, but face the nagging problem of

enforcement from the outside (Berkes 1989).

Fisheries have often been characterized as common property resources because

they fit the criteria of a resource characterized by exclusion and subtractability problems.

The issues sunounding exclusion and subtractability have led some theorists to argue that

CPRs are inherently vulnerable to depletion and degradation unless controlled by

govemment or by private ownership. ln his 1968 paper, Garret Hardin advanced the

notion that resource using communities, when left to their own devices, would inevitably

act to degrade the resource in the short term, with little regard to long term sustainability.

Altematively, others argue that solutions to the tragedy of the commons imposed by

govemment and private propeÉy institutions fail to account for the potential of

communally-held property rights regimes.

However, in fisheries in which there are multiple and competing user-groups, one

can no longer rely solely on community based control mechanisms but must address the

complexities of the fishery. Such situations highlight the importance of cross-scale

dialogue and management of the fishery. There are two areas in which the effects of

higher-level institutions (i.e. regional and national governments as well as intemational

markets) are felt by small-scale fishers. The first is through an increased participation of

the frshery in the national and intemational market economies. The second is the

centralization of management over resources (Kurien 1992; Berkes et al. 2001). In the

Cochin estuary, impacts of higher-level (i.e. govemment) institutions on local level

fishing reflect these changes and are discussed in Chapter three. Changes in property

rights regimes, from the local and traditional to the state level, have rest;Jted in de jure

state control bu:l de facto open-access conditions in the lucrative shrimp fishing grounds.

The state and community approaches to managing access and dealing with exclusion

exist side by side on the fishing grounds with no linkages between them. ln the absence

of effective state control over the resource, local-level institutions have emerged to
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manage access to several of the fishing grounds. These institutions are identif,red and

discussed in Chapter four.

1.2 Research Objectives

The developing of objectives relied largely on the background research that was

conducted prior to the time in the freld. A measure of flexibility was maintained in the

original objectives to allow for their refining and recasting on the ground. This process

proved to be crucial and happened in a number ofways. Conversations with the partner

organizations in India as well as a two-week visit from the project advisor allowed for the

objectives to be adapted to the specific shrdy site (which was also chosen in consultation

with these groups). In addition to the more formal recasting of objectives, considerable

time was spent with key informants and the project research assistant to mesh the

objectives with the reality of the study community.

The research focused primarily on the role oflocal institutions, rules and property

rights regimes, examining the potential for these institutions to promote sustainable

livelihoods for coastal communities. It began with a descriptive component in which

livelihood activitíes associated with the fishery were identified, followed with an

examination of the historical and current resource use in the study community. It then

moved towards understanding local fisher institutions and exploring cross-scale

institutional linkages while focusing on their capacity to adapt to change. The specific

objectives of the project reflect this outline:

Objective 1

To examine historical and current resource use and livelihood activities in
the small-scale fishery. This objective included the documentation of conduct of
the fishery and species harvested, livelihood activities and identification of
marketing and processing activities associated with the frshery.

Objective 2

To study local level institutions and governance structures' including local
rules and property rights regimes, fhat govern resource use in the small-scale
fishery. This objective included the identification of stakeholders, organizations
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and institutions sunounding the small-scale fishery, the historical context of these

institutions, and their functions related to the management of the fishery.

Objective 3

To present the relevant findings to policylevel discussions on the potential
for co-management arrangements in small-scale fisheries management' This
objective includes dissemination of the findings to those organizations and

individuals working on ftsheries policy in India.

1.3 Setting and Study Area

Kerala is inextricably linked to the sea. Located at the southwestem tip of India,

it is 100km across at its widest point and has over 600km of coastline (Figure 1.1).

Positioned between the Arabian Sea and a range of lowJlng mountains called the

Westem Ghats, Kerala is geographically isolated from its neighbouring states of Tamil

Nadu and Kamataka. Its long coastline has been visited for centuries by groups such as

the Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans, Syrians, Moors, Arabs, Chinese, Dutch, Jews, Danes,

French, Portuguese and the English who came in search of everything from spices to

timber to fish (Kurien 2000). This cross-cultural history is partially reflected in the

unique socio-cultural make-up of Kerala, which is the only Indian maritime state where

Muslim, Ckistian and Hindu fishing cornmunities are represented among the 220 densely

populated fishing villages that dot its coast - home to upwards of 700,000 people (Kurien

2000).

As unique as its geographical and socio-cultural roots, and in part because of

them, Kerala's recent political history further differentiates it from much of the rest of

lndia. Ruled predominantly by the democratically elected communist party since 1957,

the state, with its markedly anti-capitalist stance, has not grown economically, maintains

high unemplol,ment rates and runs high budget deficits (Kapur 1998). Conversely, the

redistribution programs and land reforms initiated by the govemment have resulted in a

relatively equal standard of living and life expectancies, infant mortality rates and literacy

rates that are more in keeping with the United States than with the rest of lndia. Further,
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attempts at decentralization of planning and policy implementation have progressed to

the point where the Peoples Planning campaign is being established in each of the local

level administrative units (panchayats) ofthe state.

1.3.1 Vallarpadam lsland - Cochin Estuary

The Cochin Estuary, where the research was conducted, is a 242,600 ha brackish

water ecosystem (locally refened to as "backwaters") that supports a multitude of

livelihoods and a wealth of biodiversity. The estuary and lagoon system is also home to

one of the country's largest military and commercial poÍs and the city of Emakulam

þopulation 700,000+) One of the traditional livelihoods supported by this ecosystem is

the inland small-scale fishery. It is characterized by numerous types of fishing gear, and

according to Govemment of Kerala (Anon. 1993) statistics, supports a population of

almost 62,000 persons (16,000 of whom are classified as "active fishers"). The inland

fishery produces over 42,000 metric tonnes of frsh per year, representing over 20

different species in the catch composition. The largest component ofthat catch is shrimp,

which according to 1993 totals, made up more than one fourth ofthe catch for the inland

fishery (Anon. 1993).

Vallarpadam Island is located close to the mouth of the Cochin estuary, within

five kilometers of the city of Emakulam. It is a part of Mulaurkad panchayat, a 7 .3 km2

area that includes both the islands of Mular.ukad and Vallarpadam (Figure 1.2). It is

accessible only by boat, with fery services linking the residents with neighboring Vlpin

Island to the west and to the neighboring city of Emakulam.' In addition to the

mechanized feny system, there are canoes which ferry passengers and freight to and from

nearby islands. There are no paved roads, but the path through the center of the island

serves as the major land access to the residential areas of the island with three jeeps

providing an infonnal transpoftation system for residents. The island lies below sea level

and has a wall constructed around the entire shoreline to prevent the tides from

inundating the island. The wall also facilitates the use of sluice gates that are used to

' A bridge linking the islands of Muluvakad, Vallarpadam and Vypin is currently being constructed from
the rnainland, This link will provide ¡oad access to the city and service a trans shipment container termina),
which is slated for construction on the southem pofion of Vallarpadam,
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regulate the flow of water to the many ponds that dot the island. These ponds are used by

¡esidents for shrimp and rice cultu¡e. Reclamation of the southern portion of the island

has created increased siltation in the channels surrounding the island - a major concern

raised by stake net fishers from Vallarpadam who place their nets in these channels. In

addition to decreasing depths, the siltation has caused decreasing tidal flows - also a

major concem for fishers utilizing stake nets.

1.3.2 The Community: Vivekananda Chandrika Dheevara Sabha

The study was carried out with the people of Vivekananda Chandrika Dheevara

Saålra (VCDS), a caste community of Hindu frshers living on the nofthem end of

Vallarpadam Island in Emakulam District of Kerala state, India. The island is home to

several other Hindu caste groups as well as a large number of Latin Catholic Christians.

Relationships between the different caste groups occur informally, but the caste

communities still center around their respective temples and churches.

The residents of VCDS are members of the Vala fishing caste, a sub caste of the

Dheevara. The 302 Vala famtlies are represented collectively by a caste organization

that serves to maintain the temple, organize festivals and provide leadership during

wedding and flrneral ceremonies. The name of the organization is Vivekananda

Chandrika Dheevara Sabha and it is linked with district and state level Dheevara Sabhas

that serve as umbrella organizations and perform more of a political function lobbying

the state govemment on behalf of its members.

On the island, members of the Vala caste represent the principal group engaged

in small-scale fishing activities. Of the 302 Vala families (1380 persons) in VCDS,206

families gain an income from fishing while 117 families depend on fishing as their sole

means of livelihood (I/CDS 2001 Household Sur-vey). Fishe¡s from this community

predominantly utilize a single tlpe of fishing gear - the Ooni Vala (Malayalam), or stake

net. They are the only group using this type of gear on the island and operate within

seven distinct fishing grounds (called Ooni padu) surrotnding the northem tip of

Vallarpadam Island. A subset of this group of stake net fishers is fishing without state

sanctioned licenses in tYtree Ooni padu. The livelihood details and institutional forms
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presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 concem these three groups of fishers - who

comprise 78 households within the caste community of VCDS.

The study community will be identified in the text hereafter as VCDS and

references to Vallarpadam will refer to the study community unless specified otherwise.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

In Chapter two I outline my research methods: I discuss some of the guiding

principles for the methodology chosen before examining the research process through its

inception, my time in the {ield and the process of analysis that took place following the

four month field season. This chapter concludes by identifying sorne of the challenges

and limitations of the methodology.

Chapter three begins the descriptive component of the thesis and presents some of

the livelihood activities associated with the stake net fishery. This chapter coincides with

the first identified objective and focuses on the operation of the gear, species and

seasonality, processing and marketing activities surrounding the stake net fishery. The

discussion explores the historical context of the fishery and argues that the diversity of

livelihood activities in the community have been affected by extemal pressures: the boom

in the shrimp markets; the changes in state legislation conceming stake net fishing; and

the rights to the fishing grounds associated with the stake net. This chapter aims to

present some of the necessary context for the discussion of the institutional adaptation

that will be presented in Chapter Four.

Chapter four explores the role of the locally devised fisheries management

institutions through two case studies. These provide the context for the emergence ofthe

padu system on Vallarpadam island. The details of the padu system in the study

community are identified and compared to the two case studies. Finally, Chapter five

revisits the objectives, provides some of the insights gleaned from the findings and

addresses the third objective.
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CHAPTER Ttt/O:
METHODS

Hauling in the Chinese
dip nets

þhoto by fisher)

Project partner Siby
Kuriakose a¡d his
family
(Photo by K. Lobe)
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2.1 Guíding Principles

The research was guided by the assumption that fisher's knowledge provides

critical insights into the livelihoods and systems of fishing communities. Rapid Rural

Appraisal (RRA), Paticipatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) and the associated methods were

therefore the most appropriate methods for the research.

Both RRA and PRA recognize that working authentically with rural communities

- in ways that allow them to participate in defining research priorities - requires a

departure from the traditional questionnaire and survey methods so often used (Berkes et

al. 2001, Chambers 1994, Pido 1996). Therefore, a research methodology that was both

exploratory and iterative was selected in which research partners and, more impoftantly,

individuals from the study community played a key role in determining the questions that

were appropriate. This process necessitated openness to change and the willingness to

utilize methods characteristic of the RRA and PRA toolbox: participant observation,

semi-structured interviews, focus groups, key informant interviews and participatory

mapping exercises.

The actual timeline for the research can be divided into three phases: the three

month period leading up to the field research (Spring 2001); the four month period during

which field research was undertaken in Kerala, India (July to October 2001); and the

period subsequent to the field research during which results were compiled, analyzed and

synthesized into the current format. While traditional methods chapters would tend to

focus more exclusively on the field research component, I find it necessary to explore and

explain some of the reflection that occurred before and afte¡ the field research in addition

to discussing my field research methods themselves.

2.2 Preparing to Go...

Prior to the field research, I prepared an extensive literature review under the

direction of my project advisor, Dr. Fik¡et Berkes. The preparation of a three chapter

proposal was completed and contacts were established with several faculty members at
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the Cochin University of Science and Technology (CUSAT), the Cente¡ for Development

S¡rdies in Trivandrum and also with Gramavikas Society (GS), a local non-govemmental

organization. These connections were made largely via electronic mail communications

and provided a local network ofpaÍners with whom to coordinate during the actual field

research. I obtained letters of invitation from both CUSAT and GS which provided the

necessary connections to those who would become my hosts during the freld research

component.

The period of preparation allowed a time for reflection, during which I became

familiar with both the region and the literature associated with hsheries in the area.

However, rather than leaving with a complete understanding ofthe questions, I left with a

list of questions that reflected the leaming that I had done to that point. I established

objectives but left room for their adaptation and the recasting in light oflocal conditions.

2.3 "On the Ground": Approaches and Tools Used in the Field

My research officially began on the 4O-hour train joumey that took me from

Mumbai to Emakulam. I conversed with Keralites in my compartment about geography,

politics and the fishing industry in Kerala. It was with the help of one of the older

gentlemen in my compaftment that I made my way to the guesthouse in Fort Cochin

where I would begin to set up a home base. That first week was spent finding more

permanent living accommodations, renting an apartment, assessing transportation and

acclimatizing to both the culture and the weather (I anived in the midst of the monsoon).

Connecting with partners began almost immediately and was followed by the process of
locating a community in which to work. These details are included below, followed by a

discussion of the actual research methods that were employed.

2.3.1 Connecting with Partners

The analysis oflivelihood activities and the study ofinstitutions, as outlined in the

objectives for the research, were conducted during a four-month period, from July to

October of 2001. Initial tasks upon arrival in Emakulam included connecting with

Gramavikas Society and other research partners at the cochin university of Science and

Technology. I think that it was the second night after my arrival that Siby Kuriakose
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(GS) and his family arrived at the guesthouse where I was staying. His enthusiasm was

contagious and I realized early on that he would be a good friend as well as an

ineplaceable research partner. Connecting with Dr. K.T Thomson from CUSAT also

happened shortly after my anival. He took time from his busy schedule to orient me to

fhe area, share a meal and assure me of his help. His assistance in obtaining the proper

research permission from the university and in facilitating the research were and are

much appreciated. These contacts proved invaluable in selecting an appropriate study

site and in honing my research objectives and methodologies during the four-month freld

season.

2.3.2 Site Selection

As stated above, the particular research community was Vivekananda Chandrika

Dheevara Sabha on the island of Vallarpadam, Kerala, India. It was selected after visits

to several locations in the Emakulam, Allapuzha and Trivandrum Districts of Kerala

State where there was signihcant activity ín both coastal and inland small-scale fishing.

While the entire community was of the fishing caste and engaged primarily in stake net

fishing, we focused our study on a particular subset of the community. The unlicensed

stake fishers, their livelihood activity and the institutions through which they regulate

access to their fishing grounds represent the study group. This is in contrast to the

licensed stake net fishers in the community - a distinction that will become clearer in

Chapters three and four. The actual process of locating a community is worth discussing

at this point as it was the deparhrre point for the research and determined the direction

that I would take.

Prior to the arrival of the project advisor in mid-July, I spent time with Siby

Kuriakose (GS) and Dr. K.T. Thomson (CUSAT) discussing the objectives of the project

as well as some of the questions that I hoped to examine during my time in Kerala. Visits

were made to several fishing communities, during which time either Siby, Dr. Thomson

or one of his graduate students accompanied me and helped to determine whether the

community was willing to participate and also whether the stated olrjectives of the project

could be made to fit with those of the community. The arrival of Dr. Berkes the

following week coincided with a one of these community visits; this particular one was
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with a stake net fisher on Vlpin Island. Following this meeting it was concluded that the

stake net fishing community would provide some interesting insights for the research and

we spent several days meeting with local govemment officials in order to obtain

permission to work in the Vypin community of Elankanupuzha.

Just when I thought the site selection process had drawn to a close, it opened

wider. I spent my first week on Vlpin trying to find stake net fishers with whom to talk.

This proved more difficult than I anticipated, given the rural/urban nature of the

community. Fishers did not live in any particular part of the community, and locating

individuals was very challenging. As a part of the process of looking for stake net fishing

households, I found myself combing the water's edge, talking with people as best I could

in my very limited Malayalam and broken English (I had not yet found a translator). One

of these conversations occurred on a dock as I stood looking at the stake net frshers

actively hauling in their nets in the channel between Vypin and Vallarpadam Island. The

individual with whom l was talking pointed to Vallarpadam - indicating that this was

where all the stake net ñshers lived and worked. I boarded the next canoe and found

myself wandering the residential maze of homes and ponds on the northem shores of

Vallarpadam Island.

I must have looked very out of place. A curious group of teenagers approached

me and asked why I was there. One ofthem spoke excellent English, having attended an

English medium school, and to my surprise I found that both of their fathers were stake

net fishers. They took me to their homes where I was welcomed with steaming hot chai,

heaping plates ofrice and bowls of curried shrimp. The young man I first met that day,

son of a fisher, seemed a likely choice for translator and I spent the next week coming to

the island, walking the maze of pathways with him, being introduced to fisher families

and leaming the lay of the land. It was not until later that I realized that this young man's

father was fishing in one of the older padu fishing grounds - with a state sanctioned

license - and that all of the fisher households we visited together were also license

holding fishers.

In the weeks that followed, I began the process of changing research sites from

Vypin to Vallarpadam. This decision was made in conjunction with Dr. Thomson, Siby

and through severâl emails to Dr. Berkes. Dr. Thomson arranged for a graduate student
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from CUSAT to accompany me to the local Panchayat office where we met with the

President to obtain his blessing for the research. The president's son was very interested

in working with me and was subsequently hired for the duration of the field season to

serve as translator and field assistant (see the following section for more details). It was

only after spending a week together with my new partner on Vallarpadam that we became

aware of the two distinct groups of stake net fishers on Vallarpadam - the licensed and

the unlicensed. When we discovered that the unlicensed frshers managed access to their

padu hshíng grounds through a locally based institution, we settled on this particular

subset of fishers as a study group.

It was in this way that decided on Vallarpadam as a study site. There were 302

households in the study community, which is not a village, but a caste community on the

north end of the island. The research focused on 78 of these families who depended on

unlicensed stake net fishing for their livelihood. The group of unlicensed fishers was

selected for a number of reasons, but the most significant was the existence of local

institutional arrangements that govemed access to the stake net fishing grounds and the

contrast of this "illicit" system with those stake net fishers from the community who had

state licenses to operate their gear.

2.3.3 Field Ass istanUTranslator

A translator/field researcher was hired for the duration of the project to facilitate

the research in the study community and provide translation from Malayalam (local

language) to English. Jagdish Kumar served as more of a paÍner than assistant. His

family connection to the Panchayat president was initially a concem for me, but through

some discussion with Jagdish, and also through observing his demeanor with fisher

households, I realized that he was able to overcome this potential hurdle. During the first

several days of our collaboration we spent considerable time reviewing the objectives of

the project and examining some of the theoretical underpinnings of the research. This

proved to be invaluable later in the research, as we would sit together over a meal,

reflecting and planning for interviews and focus groups. This document would not exist

without Jagdish's diligence and commitment.
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2.3.4 Tools and Approaches

The research methods utilized were primarily qualitative. Qualitative methods

include those of Rapid Rural Appraisal (Pido 1996; Chambers 1997; McArthur 1994;

Berkes et. al. 2001) and are outlined in Table 2.i. Details of the stake net fishery relating

to the first objective were gathered through a variety of methods. Parlicipant observation

was perhaps the most critical in providing a basic understanding of the dynamics of the

stake net fishery. I spent signif,rcant time watching and fishing with one particular family

frorn the study comrnunity. In addition, I used semi-structured interviews, focus groups

and key ûrformant interviews to glean some of the more subtle knowledge associated

with the fishery (i.e. seasonal cycles and species details). I conducted t\4,o surveys: one

as a pafi of the focus groups to highlight some of the marketing details, gear usage, and

the history of the fishery; the second with market middle men to determine the flow of

shrimp once at the market. Interviews with University professors (CUSAT), caste

organization leaders and fisheries department offrcials provided some of the necessary

historical context for the research.

The second objective built upon the first and therefore many of the methods

identified above were relevant for this objective. Much of the information was gathered

at the same time so that semi-structured interviews with fishers would move from

livelihood details to their participation in the padu system. Interviews with stake net

fishers therefore represent the primary method utilized. In addition to this, I held focus

groups with each of the unlicensed fisher organizations and a more quantitative survey

was undertaken at this time. As in the methods for the first objective, informal

discussions, key informant interviews and participant observation formed the base for the

semi-structured interviews that were to follow.

As mentioned in Table 2.1, Jagdish and I conducted a total of 58 semi-structured

interviews. These interviews ranged from fishers to govemment ofhcials and there were

no two that were exactly alike - neither in delivery, nor in the responses we received. The

majority of the interviews were conducted with the unlicensed stake net fishers in the

study community. Key informants in this group included leaders of the fisher

organizations and each of these individuals 'rvas interviewed at least tbree times through

the course of the ¡esearch. ln addition to the leaders, we visited the homes of unlicensed
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fishers to explore the livelihood details of the stake net fishery and to obtain further

information on the functioning of the fisher organization. In order to follow the catch

from the stake nets to the market, we also selected the female vendors from the

community for interviews. The remaining interviews were conducted with individuals

from the state Fisheries Department, Dheevara caste organization and other govemment

officials from the Cochin Port Trust.

The purpose of the interviews was to gain an understanding of the dynamics of

the stake net f,rshery as related to the first objective and to understand the issues

surrounding govemance of the stake net fishery (objective two). Questions were based

largely on the list of guide questions in Appendix 2, but not all respondents were asked

each question. The approach was semi-structured, which left room for a conversation to

evolve. Interviews generally lasted one and a half hours and were held in the homes of

fishers, in common areas in the village, or along the water as fishers mended their nets.

Towards the end of the research, Jagdish and I conducted three focus groups with

48 frshers from the unlicensed stake net hshers. The meetings were coordinated to

coincide with scheduled meetings of the three fisher organizations and attendance was

good, with over 50% of the unlicensed stake net fishers participating. There were two

main goals of the focus groups: to verify and cross-check details on seasonality, species

harvested and gears used by fishers; and to conduct a brief survey of participants to

obtain details on demographics, occupational diversity and marketing information. These

meetings took place in outdoor, public spaces and followed the more official business of

the fisher organizations. Jagdish and I had several diagrams and photographs that helped

fishers visualize the seasonality of the fishery, the species harvested, as well as the

functions of the padu system. This process is always a bit chaotic, but we were fortunate

to have the cooperation of the fishers and the leaders of the fisher organization. A small

monetary gift was given to each of the groups to show appreciation for their time. In

discussion with project paftners and with Jagdish, I asked that the money be used for their

children in a way that they saw fit.

A field notebook with notes from the research activities was kept. Notes were

taken during the interview process and subsequently reflected upon with the freld

assistant to identify possible gaps from the interview process, further questions for the



interviewee and also to recast and refine the interview process. In addition to the field

notebook, notes were kept on voice recorder and several interviews were taped (with

consent of the interviewee). Participant responses were written down, but in many cases

not verbatim - representing one of the challenges of working with a translator.

Statements included in the text of this document therefore do not represent direct quotes

but do capture the meaning as translated and checked with the respondent.

Table 2.2 provides additional detail on the number of fishers with whom we

spoke, showing that about two{hirds of the target community was interviewed. In

addition to the interviews with unlicensed fishers, the project worked more closely with

one family (partícipant observation of fishing activity), interviewed four of the seven

women frsh vendors in the community, six licensed stake net fishers, 14 officials from

state govemment departments and caste related organizations. These numbers reflect

interviews directly related to the research. In addition, numeroÌts conversations and

discussions were held with individuals in Trivandrum at the outset of the research, as

well as ongoing dialogue with project partners throughout the field season.

Findings frorn the field research were crosschecked with key informants from the

study community (elders and leaders of the fisher organizations), with Siby Kuriakose

from Gramavikas Society, Dr. K.T. Thomson from CUSAT as well as through the

collection of relevant literature from these individuals and other sources (oun.ral papers,

govemment documents/statistics and fisheries legislation). During the final week of the

research, a presentation outlining the preliminary findings was prepared for faculty and

graduate students of CUSAT.

Quantitative data regarding fishery statistics/records and maps of the area were

obtained from the appropriate govemment offices (Marine Products Export Development

Authority, District Fisheries Office - Emakulam, State Fisheries Department -
Trivandrum, and local universities (Center for Development Studies in Trivandrum and

the Cochin University of Science and Technology). In addition to these sources, two

surveys were undertaken during the focus group meetings described above. The first

survey of48 unlicensed stake net fishers was undertaken towards the end of the study, as

some of the more pertinent questions emerged from earlier research. The second survey
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was carried out with nine narketing middlemen and examined the market pathways of

the three species of shrímp harvested by stake net hshers.



Table 2.1 - Summary of Qualitative Research Methods

Method Activitv

P ar ti c ip an t O bs e n' a ti o rt

Observation ofstake net fishing activities, processing, sorting, marketing and
sangham meetings. This process was integral for sevcral ¡easons. First, it
heJped to establish a rappof h the comnunity and to build relationships with
local fishers and their families. Secondly, it helped to establish an
understanding ofthe community and evaluate questions for the semi-
st¡uctu¡ed interview in collaboration with the field assistant and project
pafners.

Irtfornnl Interviews
During the early stages of the project (site selection and community visits),
informal discussions/interviews were employed to gain an understanding of
the dynamics of the comrnunity and tlìe potential for research in small-scale
fisheries. These intervie\¡r's were carried out with the help of the project
pafineß and the field assistant. This tool was utilized throughout the
research to identify key informants, uDderstand local history and gain a better
understanding ofthe larger picture surrounding resource use on the island.

Paúícipatory Mapping
Mapping of the stak€ net locations was undcrtaken by conducting a survey of
the area by boat and, based on panchayat maps, creating a working rnap ofthe
fishery that could be crosschecked and verified by fishers and key informants.

Senti - S h'uc ture d In tet'v iews
A total of 58 semi-structured interviews we¡e conducted using a schedule of
guide questions that was prepared in advance of the research. The questions
\vere recast with help of Jagdish and in consultation with NGO and

University partners after an initial unde¡standing of the context had been
gleaned tfuough info¡mal interviews and participant observation. Cuide
questions were also adapted depending on the irìterviewee's background and
area ofknowledge. Appendix I outlincs the guide questiors.

Key Infornzatús
Key inforn.nnt interviews were used to probe fufher into emerging insights
from the s€mi-structured interyiews. The format for the inte¡views was semi-
structured, working from guíde questions and topics related to the informants
area of knowledge. Interyie\À/s included sangham leaders, community elders,
state fishe es depafment officials, and individual stake net fishers.

Focus Grouos
Th¡ee sepa¡ate meetings were arranged with the members of the individual
sanghants in which information regarding seasonality, hshing activity,
institutional functions and history were ve¡ihed and c¡oss-checked, Focus
Groups were also held with the Board of ltiveknnqnd(r Chandrike Dheeyara
Sabha to gain an understanding for the history and demographics of the study



2.4 Returning from the Field

Retuming from the field in late October, I was faced wìth the daunting task of re-

reading and transcribing over 350 pages of hand-written freld notes, compiling

photographs, sifting through secondary literahrre that I had brought back from India

while also digging for additional literature here at home.

ln order to begin the task of making some sense of the mounds of data from the

field, I began to re-read my held notebooks and think about ways to bring some kind of

order to the process of reflection and analysis. The first task in moving towards this goal

was to transcribe the field notebooks. This was a critical activity as it allowed me to

refresh my memory while also aiding in the creation of a larger outline of the findings

that emerged from those notes. Once finished transcribing, I began to aggregate the

information from the interviews under the headings of the outline that had been created.

The outline expanded and contracted during this process, reflecting the data from

interviews. The result of this.,vas a copy of all of my field notes as well as an aggregated

document that pulled points from the field notes into a more structured outline.

In addition to working with the written data, there were photographs to process,

categorize and file. I did this at the same time as the transcription, making additional

notes ofrecollections that emerged from the photographs. I also spent time presenting in

gaduate classes on research methodologies and participated in several seminars and

lunchtime discussions regarding my research and experience. All of these activities

helped to focus my reflections and prepare me for the task of putting finger to keyboard

and make some sense of the four months in Kerala.

Once the interviews had been transcribed, organized and compiled I began to look

to the literature once again. Two case studies emerged that documented and described a

system of rotational access to fishing grounds in stake net fisheries. I unearthed one of

these studies in the microfiche archives ofthe FAO in Rome and was handed the other by

Dr. Berkes. These two case studies by Mathew (1991) and Amarasìnghe et al. (1997) are

presented in chapter 4 and serye as a crucial background and context to the discussion of

the findings from my research on Vallarpadam.

Finally, the actual wríting of the thesis occupied my time, energy and imagination

for the better part of one year. Theoretical concepts moved from the page into tacit
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knowledge and served as the framework for reflection. In addition to the theoretical

framework and the associated reflections, I spent a good deal of time reflecting on the

implications of having lived for four months in a culture foreign to my own. I found

myself digging deeper into my own past, becoming more intentional in the asking of

questions and in the search for perspective on my experiences. If the outcome of this

process can be called knowledge, the actual thesis document represents only one of the

outcomes. For, in addition to establishing a place for this knowledge in the world

(whether in academia, policy circles ûi India, or in the cornmunity from which it

originated), I continue to reflect on my place in this "knowledge" as well as its place in

rzy life. This is likely to lake a bit rnore time - but thankfully does not require tuition

fees or formal evaluation. . .

2.5 Challenges/Limitations

Several factors posed challenges during the research period in Kerala. Time

always seems to present the greatest limitations to field work - this was no exception to

my experience. Things take time. Whether establishing relationships, setting up

intewiews, or simply traveling from place to place, time was a critical factor. I often

found myself thinking that I could spend several years in the community and still need

more time to adequately understand the complex web of relationships between

individuals, organizations and between the social and ecological system. I attempted to

address the issue of time by working closely with project partners and with Jagdish to

focus the research on an area that we could realistically do justice to in the allotted period

of time.

One of the more significant limitations to the research was language. With so

much of the culture wrapped up in the language, my limited Malayalam presented a

hurdle with which I struggled throughout the field research. I found that asking for a bit

of language instruction following an interview was a great way in which to conclude a

time of visiting together. However, my language skills remained basic at best and

necessitated collaboration with someone whose language skills were far better than my

own.
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Working with a translator to overcome the limitations of my language skills

presented another challenge for the research. I was extremely fortunate to hook up with a

very competent translator who became a research paftner in every sense of the word.

Early in our working relationship I made a concefed effoft to include him in the process

of defining interview questions and establishing relationships in the shrdy community.

Jagdish's understanding of the research objectives greatly increased the efficacy of our

interviews. Going door to door in the study communit¡ asking for an hour or hvo of

time, we were never once refused. That said, while Jagdish was an integral parl of the

research, the limitations present in the current document are mine alone.

Issues of power and conflict represent a critical challenge to any community-

based research. Communities are rarely homogenous, and as one digs deeper the

differences often emerge. In the course of working in the study community, the divide

between the unlicensed and licensed frshers was clear. The underlying conflict behveen

these two gtoups presented me with significant difficulty as I tried to understand the

nature of the disputes. The dispute was closely tied to the stake net fishing grounds and

the emergence of the unlicensed fishers and the sanghams. I realized that talking about

the conflict was beyond the scope of my limited time in the community but would be an

important topic in further research on the stake net fishery of Vallarpadam.

Perhaps the greatest limitation of the project is that it presents only one piece ofa

more complex puzzle. Throughout the course of the fìeld research, we discovered

endless tangents that would have enriched the study by expanding the focus of our

objectives. It was a constant struggle to assess those tangents that merited some of our

limited time and those which were beyond the scope of the project. It is my hope that we

chose well, but realize that there are people with whom we should have spoken, activities

that we should have undertaken and ideas that were less clear than I might have hoped. I

include this as something of a caveat - for this kind of research rarely produces timeless

truths, but more often a snapshot in time of a dynamic and complex system of

interactions.
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Table 2.2 lntervrew and Focus Group Numbers

#of
Interviews

#of
individuals

participâting
in Focus

Ädditional Comm€nts

Unlicensed Fishers
(Total = 78)

18 48
SSIs with 23% ofthe unlicenscd
hshe¡s. Focus groups included 62%

ofunlicensed fishers

Licenscd Fishers

Other Community Membe rs 6

Reflects individuals who we¡e not
necessarily part ofthe caste

community.

Government Officiâls
5

Fisheies department ofhcials (Deputy
Director, sub Inspector, other
ofñcials)

Other Officials
9 6

Included focus group with local caste

organization officials, district and

state level caste organization officials,
Union leaders, Univeßity staff

Women Vendors 4

SSIs with 57% ofthe women vendors
in the community

Middle Men l0
Nine of the middle men were
interviewed using a survey to
determine export flows of sfuimP
(resutts in Table 3.2)

Totâl 58 54
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CHAPTER THREE:
LIVELIHOODS IN THE STAKE NET FISHERY

"DÌd you see the richness of the sea? Lovely
sunshine and weather. Today is an ideal day. Our net is a
good one, too," he said.

His boatmen could not understand what he was
driving at.

"You idíols, this is the time for making money.
Have your food and come back. I am going for another
haul," he said.

Achakunju, standing nearby, overheard him.
Though Chemban Kunju hadn't spoken to him, he said,
"Since I heard this, I must give you my opinion. You can't
empty the seajust because you are making money. "

From the Malayalam novel, Chemeen (Pillai 1962)

Unlicensed stake net
fishers from
Vallarpadam
(photo by K. Lobe)
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Children participate in sorting
the catch from the stake net
(photo by K. I-obe)

Market middleman
weighs the shrimp
brought from stake nets
(Photo by K. Lobe)



3.1 lntroduction

Evidence on the hisloty of human use of ecosystens suggests an inevitable
declíne in ecosystem resilíence wíth technological lock-in and reductions
in diversily.

(Adger 2000)

Tropical coastal zones are one of the most productive and diverse ecosystems in

the world, with mangroves, sea grass beds, coral reefs and estuaries that contain rich

biological diversity (Bailey and Pomeroy 1996). This diverse ecological system is

resilient due to its high levels of functional diversity (Holling 2002). Small-scale

frsheries reflect this and are inherently diverse and resilient themselves with the

ecosystem diversity often reflected in the multi-species/multi-gear approaches used by

fishers to secure a livelihood (Berkes et aL. 2001, Kurien 1998, Bailey and Pomeroy

1996; Platteau 1984). It may be argued that this diversity translates well in ten¡s of

sustainability and it is in fact one of the key components of sustainable livelihoods

(Scoones 1998). Defrned as the capabilities, assets (including natural, physical, human,

financial and social capital), the access to these, and the activities required for living, a

livelihood is considered sustainable when it "can cope with and recover from stresses and

shocks, maintain its capabilities and assets, while not undermining the natural resource

base" (Scoones, 1998). One of the fundamental aspects of sustainable livelihoods

identified in this definition is the role of change and its effect on community livelihood

strategies.

Development initiatives in coastal regions have traditionally focused on the

potential for increased fishing activity and the targeting of select species to promote

economic efficiency and increased production (Kurien 1998; Allison and Ellis 2001).

This approach often neglects the wide diversity of livelihood activities and the multi-

species/multi-gear approach adopted by many small-scale fishers. Before moving to the

findings from the research and the discussion of these changes, it is useful to explore the

idea ofchange, particularly within the sustainable livelihoods framework.
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3.1.1 Sustainable Livelihoods and Change

The sustainable livelihoods framework, as defined by the Department for

Intemational Development (DFID 2001) consists of five key components: vulnerability

context, livelihood assets, institutions and processes, livelihood strategies and livelihood

outcomes. Within this framework, the effects of change on rural livelihoods are

addressed under the heading of wlnerability context, with is further divided into three

areas: shocks, trends and seasonality. These concepts represent changes that are largely

uncontrollable by local communities and which often result in livelihood insecurity.

Addressing them is then of utmost impoffance in any attempt to promote sustainable

secure livelihoods for communities (Scoones 1998).

Såocks represent sudden or unpredictable events that result in negative impacts

for the livelihood ofa community. It is important to note that they occur inegularly, can

be of varying intensity and differ significantly from trends and seasonality in that they

occur over a relatively short period of time and are difficult to predict. Examples of

shocks may include illness, natural disasters, sudden market changes or conflict. The

second category of change identified, trends may be either positive or negative and differ

significantly from shocks in that they represent changes that occur over a longer time

horizon. While they are often more predictable, trends readily result in threats to

livelihood through increased lulnerability. Some examples may include a decrease in

fish stocks, introduction of altemative technologies, market pressures or changes in

govemmental policy. The third category of change, seasonality can be defined as

seasonal changes that may affect assets, livelihood activities, prices, production, health or

employrnent opportunities. In coastal communities, seasonality is of particular

significance as fishers often change gear, strategies and locatíons depending on the

seasonal conditions and presence of the fish (Platteau 1984).

One of the critical elements of a sustainable livelihood is the ability to buffer

change (Chambers and Conway 1992; Scoones 1998; Allison and Ellis 2001). In the

study community on Vallarpadam island it is clear that what was once a highly

diversified hshery - one using numerous haditional gears to catch a wide variety of

species - has become one in which a single gear dominates the livelihood activity of the

community. The decision of fishers to adopt the stake net as their gear of choice was
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influenced by increased market prices due to the globalizing shrimp market, changes in

the property rights goveming the shrimp fishing grounds, and the introduction ofstateled

licensing legislation. These trends and their affect on livelihood strategies are presented

following details on the stake net fishery.

3.1,2 Diversity of Small-scale Fishery Livelihood Strategies

As identified in the Introduction chapter, livelihood strategies utilized by small-

scale fishing communities are often diverse and varied. These diverse strategies

represent one of the ways in which people cope with the types of change outlined above.

Kurien (1998) outlines the origins of the diverse gear utilized in Kerala as having come

from Portugal, China and the Middle East as well as having been indigenously adapted.

He identifies at least 14 types of frshing crafts and 23 types of frshing gear marked by

their diversity of fabrication, their passive nature, and their adaptation to the seasonal

nature of the ecosystem-based approach characteristic of small-scale fisheries (Kurien

2000). Platteau (1984) outlines the diverse approaches used by fishers within a coastal

fishing community in Kerala, India where, depending on sea conditions, season, or the

species being fished, the fishers utilize a multitude of gears and techniques, often

traveling to more distant regions to fish. The multi-species, multi-gear approach to

fishing employed in this context creates a diverse occupation that relies on the entire

ecosystem rather than a single species. The approach taken by afisanal fishers clearly

¡eflects centuries of adaptation and learning in which a sustainable livelihood strategy

was crafted and implemented in conjunction with their surrounding ecosystem. The

implicit diversity in livelihood approaches and gear translates well in terms of

adaptability and thus represent a useful measure ofresilience (Sinclair and Ham 2000).

Development efforts aiming to enhance or maintain sustainable coastal

livelihoods have often focused on the potential of increased fishing activity to achieve

economic stability (Allison and Ellis 2001; Bailey and Pomeroy 1996). The result of

what Kurien (1998) calls the "development decades" has drawn artisanal fishing

communities in south lndia into an increasingly gloìral market where subsistence fishing,

and the diversity it embodies, is replaced by the harvesting of those select species that

have increasing value on the global - mostly Northem - market (Kurien 1998; 2000).
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This process of species specialization is often canied out in conjunction with gear

specialization. Johnson (2000) outlines in detail the market-based harvest in the Gujarat

fishery, documenting the degradation of the ecosystem and the resulting decline in fish

stocks following the intensification of fishing activity. In many instances, as the

ecological system and the diversity of species declines, so too does the resilience of the

related social system. The discussion of the social system associated with the stake net

fishery is presented in the findings ofchapter four.

The resilience of livelihoods in many small-scale hsheries may be attributed to

the diversity of the ecological systems that sûpport multiple livelihood activities and

enhance the ability of fishers to adapt their diverse livelihood strategies to changes.

Challenges to this resilience occur th¡ough trends that often originate outside of the

immediate social and ecological context, producing shocks with which neither the

community nor the ecosystem can cope. This chapter will illustrate how these extemal

processes, particularly globalizing markets, govemment licensing initiatives and changes

to property rights regimes, serye to reduce the resilience of coastal livelihoods by

decreasing the diversity of livelihood strategies. Addressing the first stated objective of
the research, the body of the chapter will move to results from the field that document the

current resource use and ljvelihood activities of the stake net fishing community before

moving to a discussion of historic resource use and the accompanying changes outlined

above.

3.2 Livelihoods and the Stake Net Fishery on Vallarpadam

Viyekananda Chandrika Dheevara Sabha is a stake net fishing community. The

findings presented here provide a snapshot of the livelihood reality for the group of
unlicensed stake net fishers who are operating stake nets in the fishing grounds

surrounding the northem part ofthe island. ln contrast to the apparent diversity of small-

scale fisheries livelihoods outlined above, the findings reflect a fishery in which a wide

range of ecosystem-specific gears have been replaced by a single gear - the stake net.

After identifying the number of active fishers and their fishing grounds, this section will

move to a description of the stake net, details of its operation, and the constituents of its

catch. A description of the ma¡ket pathways follows the catch ftom the net to the
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marketplace, providing some background to the discussion on globalizing shrimp

markets. Finally, there will be a discussion of those households in the study communíty

that are engaged in other fishing and non-fishing livelihood activities. The details and

number of these households will provide a final perspective on the state of livelihood

diversity within the unlicensed stake net fishing community.

3.2.1 Fishers and Fishing Grounds

There are seven stake net fishing grounds (called pada grounds) surrounding the

nofthem tip of Vallarpadam Island. Each of these seven padu grounds has a specific

name and a specified number of stake net fishing sites (Figure 3.1). When combined,

there are a total of 290 stake nets operating in these seven padu grotnds. There are 126

fishers utilizing these padu grounds, all members of the Vala fishing caste, and all

residents of VCDS. These 126 fishe¡s can be further divided into two distinct groups -
those who have state sanctioned licenses for their fishing activity (48 fishers) and those

who do not (78 fishers).

Fov of tl'Le padu grounds (consisting of 144 stake net sites) are used solely by the

48 licensed fishe¡s. The sites in these four padu grounds are allocated to specific fishers

and are never changed - i.e. the license is specific to the site in the padu grounds.

Licenses for this group of fishers are renewed yearly by the Kerala State Fisheries

Depar1ment for a nominal fee. The remaining tltree padu grounds (consisting of 146

fishing sites) are used by the group of78 unlicensed stake net fishers. Table 3.1 provides

a breakdown ofeach of thepadu grounds by number offishers, and "legal" status. The

evolution of the unlicensed fishing that occuned in these padu grounds is discussed in the

following section of this chapter, while the system of rotational access, as mediated by

locally adapted fisher institutions, is the subject of chapter four. Because the unlicensed

fishers were using a locally-based institution to mediate access to their fishing grounds,

the research focuses on this subset of the community.

The following section will provide some context on the stake net fishery in the

area, but it is important to note that the livelihood details presented below are the results

of working with the three groups of unlicensed fishers from Vallarpadam.
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3.2.2 the Stake Net and its Operation

The dominant gear used in the small-scale ìnland fishery is locally referred to as a

stake net (Ooni Vala) and is used by small-scale fishers to harvest sbrimp as they migrate

from the estuary back out to sea. This gear accounts for 57o/o of the total catch in the

estuary, and numbering 12,900 nets (Kurup et al. 1993), is the most prevalent gear used

in Kerala's backwaters. ln the study area, stake net fishing is carried out by the fishers

from VCDS, as well as by a group of fishers on the southem edge of Vypin and in a small

Dheevara community on the southeastem tip of Vallarpadam.

The stake net is a bag-shaped trap net that is attached to permanent stakes that are

fixed to the bottom. A tlpical stake net in the study area is a conical bag, 7-15 m long

with a circumference of 16 m or more at the mouth. The net falls under the category of

"fixed engine" in the current State fisheries legislation (Travancore-Cochin Fisheries

Ac| 1950) meaning that it is a passive gear, that filters the catch flowing into the net from

the outflowing tide (Figure 3.2). The stakes are generally set up in longer rows, called

Ooní padu, in areas where strong tidal currents fill the net. The Ooni padu rows

represent the padu fishing grounds in which fishers operate.

The mesh size of the net is variable, but becomes smaller towards the cod end of

the net. The regulated size for the cod end is 18mm (Vijayan et al. 2000), although

measurements taken in the field show that many fishers are using mesh sizes as small as

8mm for this portion of the net - a concem raised by local researchers examining the

destructive effects of stake nets on the juvenile shrimp population. According to this

research, eighty-two to ninety-four percent of the th¡ee main species of skimp caught in

stake nets are considered to be immature as a result of the non-selective nature of the

stake net and the decreasing size of the cod ends. The declining shrimp populations in

the estuary are parlly a ¡esult of the decreasing mesh size and also the increasing number

offrshers (see also Vijayan et al.2000).

The stake nets operate according to the tidal cycle in the backwaters (60-70 cm

diffe¡ential between high water and low water) and are set in one of the seven padu

grounds located in the channel that runs between Vlpin and Vallarpadam islands. The

nets are removable, and are not fìshed when the tide is rising (i.e. flowing into the eshlary
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from the open sea)'. Fishers canoe out to the stakes and set their nets just before, or soon

after the highest point in the tidal cycle to catch the shrimp by filtering action as the water

is flowing back to the sea. The nets are hauled in after 3 to 4 hours, once the tide has

receded.

Fishers in the study community follow the lunar calendar to determine the time of
hshing during the month and during each day. The Malayalam calenda¡ reflects the lunar

cycles and frshing activity follows this calendar closely. Both seasonal and daily fishing

activities are determined through the lunar calendar. Fishers' knowledge reflected

signihcant changes in activity depending on both the time of day and the particular phase

of the lunar cycle (Figure 3.3). Local research on stake nets confirms that both catch size

and composition for shrimp are largely variable, depending on lunar periodicity (Vij ayan

2000, George et al. 1998). During the two lunar cycles (new moon and full moon) the

fishermen set their nets for a total of up to 20 days, beginning their fishing on the

Malayalam day of Egadashi (five days befo¡e the full or new moon and start of the high

tide) and ending on Panjami (Malayalam day - 4 days after the full or new moon). This

timing is associated with the stronger tidal activity during which there is an increase in

shrimp migration from the backwaters to the sea. However, during the monsoon season,

from June to August, nets are fished every day of the month. According to fishers,

fishing during this period is especially productive as the runoff from the rains increases

the current in the backwaters, increasing the flow of shrimp into the nets. The monsoon

period also corresponds with a state legislated 45-day offshore trawling ban during which

time ocean-going mechanized trawlers (which also fish for shrimp) are forbidden from

fishing. Fishers link the ban and the increased current to the increased catches that they

experience during the monsoon.

3.2.3 Species Harvested

Stake nets are used primarily to catch shrinp (chenteen), a migratory species that

favour estuarine habitats fo¡ feeding grounds. Bom at sea, juvenile shrimp will migrate

to the estuarine ecosystem, coming in on the tide. Adults will then leave the estuary with

- 
This practice allows for juvenile shrimp to enter the estuary and serves as a coDservation measure; it is

legislated by the state, but also practiced (and enforced) by unlicensed hshers.
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the out flowing tide. The main species caught in stake nets in the study community

include Metapenaeus dobsoni (Thelly Chemeen), Metapenaeus nxonoceros (Choodan

chemeen) a\d Penaeus indicus Q,{aran Chemeen). Participant observation and interviews

with fishers and women vendors confirmed that these species of shrimp generally

constitute upwards of 90% of the catch by weight from stake nets. Both catch volumes

and species harvested varied significantly depending on the season. Figure 3.4 presents

the best seasons, according to fishers' knowledge, for the three species of shrimp most

often caught in the stake nets. In addition to these 3 primary species, Kurup et al. (1993)

identífy Macrobrachium idella, Ambassis g,tmnocephalus, Stolephorus spp., eels,

Goboids and silver bellíes as lesser constituents of the catch.

3.2.4 Post-Harvest and Marketing

Once the catch is brought from the nets to the home, women generally take charge

of the sorting and processing (children also often participate during this stage). Sorting

of the catch, depending on the quantity, takes anyrvhere from one to two hours and

consists of separating the different species of shrimp into piles and disposing of those

species with little or no value (relatively negligible amounts). A small quantity of the

catch is occasionally kept for household consumption, but as shrimp are a high value

species and represent the bulk of the catch, they are more often taken to market and sold.

The details identifying the th¡ee pathways by which the shrimp arive at the market are

identified below. It should be noted that these marketing details relate primarily to the

shrimp catch. Finfish and other species were comparatively rare in the stake net and

marketed differently than the shrimp. Because they formed a small percentage of the

catch, they were not a focus of the research.

Once the catch is so¡ted, there are three ways in which the shrimp makes its way

to the market. The first option is for the fisher, or someone in his immediate family, to

take the catch to the Emakulam fish market the following day. This entails buying ice

from the neighboring island to preserve the catch. Either the fisher, or more often his

wife, will take the catch to market the moming after it is caught. There, the catch is

generally sold to the same middle-man (taragan), although some fishers take the different

species of shnmp to different individuals for the sale. The taragan serves as the
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auctioneer and, after negotiating the price per kilo with the fisher, will sell the catch

keeping from five to ten percent of the total for himself.

The second possibility for getting the catch to market is for the fisher to sell his

catch to a female fish vendor from the community.. There were seven women from the

study community engaged in marketing activities as a livelihood option. As they worked

only with the stake net fishers and marketed only shrimp, a brief description of their

activities is relevant for the f,rndings surrounding livelihoods. The marketing activity for

female vendors generally began before five a.m., lasting until 10 a.m. and corresponded

with the days when the stake nets were being fished. Vendors went to the homes of stake

net hshers in the early moming to collect the previous days catch, which had already

been sorted by the fisher and his family. Pricing of the catch is based on the previous

days market prices and frshers are paid when their catch is taken from the home.

Vendors were keenly aware ofthe nrarket and would generally make a retum of 10% - so

that if they paid the fisher 90 rupees for his catch, they sell to the taragan for 100 rupees.

Each vendor had a number of "clients" whom she maintained by providing cash advances

from 3000-5000 -pees**. The taragan to whom the vendors sold their catch provided

the rnoney to the women vendors for these advances. The fisher kept the advanced

money so long as he continued to sell his catch to the vendor. After visiting the homes of

each of her clients, the catch would be taken by feny to the early moming fish market in

Emakulam where the vendors sell their catch to TlTe taragans. Interviews revealed that

vendors generally retum to the same taragan each day, but take the different types of

shrimp to different auctioneers as the market is highly specialized with regard to shrimp.

During the field research, prices were as follows: Thelly Chemeen - 25-40 rupeesikilo;

Choodan chemeen- 65-80 rupees/kilo; Naran chemeen - 100-120 rupees/kilo.

The third option is for the fisher to sell the catch directly to the prawn peeling

sheds on Vallarpadam or Vypin islands. The peeling sheds are small processing plants

that feed into the export shrimp market. It was not clear from the research as to why

'While *omen are not active fishers in the stake net fishery, they are engaged in processing, sorting and
marketirg activities associated with the fishery. Their household activity contributes significantly to the
welfa¡e of both the immediate household and the community as a whole, but this was not the focus of the
current reseatch.

The exchange rate at the time ofresearch was 45 Rupees = I U.S. Dollar
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fishers opted for this option, although several fishers who sold to peeling sheds reported

being given small loans in order to ensure that their catch would be brought to the peeling

shed operator.

A lourth option for marketing of the catch entailed drfng the catch at the home,

which generally occurred when shrimp prices were low. After the catch was sorted, both

men and women participated in making the decision as to whether to place the shrimp on

ice for immediate sale or to dry them for sale at a later date when the prices were more

favorable. If they decided to dry the shrimp, wome'remove the heads and spread them

on woven mats to dry in the sun. Five kilos of fresh shrimp dry to one kilo - the price

paid at market for the dried shrimp reflects this value adding activity. During these

periods, fishers dry their catch and wait for the prices to increase before selling the dried

catch. This marketing is generally undertaken by members of the fisher household.

When asked about ways that fisher households brought their catch to market, a

survey of48 unlicensed stake net fishers from vcDS revealed that the first two options

were the most prevalent with 58% of respondents indicating that someone from the

household takes the catch to market while 27% sold their catch to female vendors. Onlv

15% of fishers sold their catch directly to the peeling sheds.

Given that the catch from the stake nets flows primarily through the market

taragatx, it is useful to explore where these individuals sell the shrimp. Table 3.2

summarizes the findings from a survey conducted with nine taragans from the

Emakulam fish market. It reveals that two of the th¡ee species of shrimp harvested by the

stake nets and sold to taragans, Naran and, Choodan chemeen, go almost exclusively to

peeling shed operators for the export market. The third species, Thelly chemeen, are sold

primarily in the local markets.

3.2.5 Other Livelihood Activitíes of Stake Net Fishers

Economic livelihoods for the fisher families depend largely on the income gained

from the stake net fishery, but in some cases these were further supplemented by other

activities. These activities included the use of altemative stake net fishing locations,

other fishing gears and some non-fishing emplol'rnent.
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One livelihood option adopted by the unlicensed fishers was to set their stake nets

closer to the mouth of the estuary during the monsoon season. Fishers who adopted this

strategy would paddle from Vallarpadam to the estuary mouth, between Fort Cochin and

the southern tip of Vypin Island to set their nets during the inflowing tide. Unlike the

stake net fishing activity ín the padu grounds, stakes placed in the estuary mouth were

removed every day. Fishers would remain with their nets for up to three hours while the

incoming tide filled their nets, retuming to Vallarpadam with their catch in time to set

their nets ìn the padu grounds. This activity was only undertaken by a handful of the

unlicensed stake net fishers because of the inherent nsks involved with fishing in the

strong cunents, the depth of the water at the mouth of the estuary and the distance of
these locations from Vallarpadam. It is impofant to note that this fishing activity is also

unlicensed and that fisheries legislation in fact prohibits "fixed" engine fishing in the

mouth of the estuary.

There are a limited number of stake net fishers who also fished with gill nets to

supplement their livelihoods. The survey of48 unlicensed stake net fishers indicated that

only eight (16.6 percent) individuals were using these nets. This activity was generally

undertaken at night when the¡e was less boat traffic in the estuary and therefore less

chance of damage to their nets. Several mesh sizes were used fo catch different varieties

of finfish that were then sold in the Fort Cochin fish market.

Finally, fisher families also supplemented their fishing incomes by securing non-

fishing emplolanent. These opporhrnities ranged from government jobs with Cochin port

Trust to day labor in the city and on Vallarpadam. In additjon to these options, one

family ran a small teashop beside their home while another owned a small store. Results

from a survey of 48 of the unlicensed frshers indicated that only 29 percent of families

had a source of income other than fishing.

3.3 Trends Shaping the Stake Net Fishery Livetihood

The unlicensed stake net fishery on Vallarpadam is not characterized by a

diversity ofgears or by the harvesting of multiple species. Rather, there is a single gear -
the stake net - which represents the pnmary livelihood activity of fishing households. It
is a specialized gear that is designed to haryest three species of shrimp in the esh¡arine
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ecosystem - two of which are sold almost exclusively on the export market. As the

research progressed, it became clear that the rise of the unlicensed stake net fishery had

replaced a small-scale fishery that was characterisfically diverse. This section explores

some of the possible explanations for the loss of diversity in both gear and species

utilized in the fishery. It argues that changes originating from outside of the immediate

context of the hshery had profound impacts on stake net fishing grounds, and the

decision of small-scale fishers to enter the stake net fishery. Following a brief

background of the historical diversity of the estuarine ecosystem and fishery, the section

moves to a discussion of factors leading to the increase in the number ofstake net fishers.

It examines the role of globalizing shrirnp markets, and changes in property rights and

licensing arrangements in the stake net fishery.

3.3.1 Diversity and the Small Scale Fishery in Kerala

The riclt and varied fishery resources of the lake [Cochin Estuary] are
exploited by thefisherman using diversified methods and gears. These are
varíously desîgned to suit the local conditions and fish species (Pauly
1991).

Kurup et al. (1993) identified 2 types of stationary gears (stake nets being one of
these), 28 types of gill nets, 17 varietíes of seine nets, 7 kinds of cast nets and 9 types of
lines used to exploit frshes and crustaceans in Kerala's jnland waters. The area supports a

diversity of species as well as a diversity of gear. Pauly (1991) identified 139 fish

species from the estuary of which 22 species were fresh water, 35 species were estuarine,

and 82 species were marine. The multi-species, multi-gear approach to fishing employed

created an occupation that relied on the diversity of the estuarine ecosystem rather than a

small number of target species, consistent with the practices of small-scale fisheries

elsewhere in the world (Bailey and Pomeroy 1996).

ln the study community, this diversity was largely lost after the 1970s. The

switch from many gears to the stake net was confirmed by interviews with key

informants and through the focus groups held with unlicensed stake net fishers.
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3.3.2 lncreasing Numbers of Fishers - Decreasing Diversity

The number of individuals from VCDS involved in the stake net fishery around

vallarpadam has increased dramatically since the early 1970s. According to interviews

with stake net fishers and key informants associated with the fishery on Vallarpadam,

there were only 102 stake nets operated by the residents of VCDS until the early 1970s.

That number has nearly tripled in the past 30 years, with a total of289 stake nets used in

2001. Of these 289 nets, only 144 have licenses from the state fisheries department to

operate stake nets. The remainder, 145 nets, are operating without official state sanction

and are termed "illicit nets" by the fishers and fishery department officials alike.*

seventy-eight families operate these i45 nets. This group offishers represented the focus

of the research. Although the district in which the study occurred has the highest

incidence ofunlicensed stake nets, the numbers are not unique to the study site, but are in

fact reflected in many districts thoughout the state (Table 3.3).

A small number of those fishers currently operating the unlicensed stake nets

continue to supplement their livelihoods by utilizing other gears as well, but this was the

exception rather than the rule. The survey of 48 unlicensed fishers identified that only

eight (17 percent) were using gears other than the stake net; 83 percent were using the

stake net as their sole fishing gear. However, this was not always the case. As one stake

net fisher (Vallarpadam, October I l/2001) put it, "We used a wjde variety of other gears

before the illicit nets." It was difhcult to determine how population growth influenced

the influx into the stake net fishery, but interviews with officials from the VCDS caste

organization indicate that this was not a primary cause. This is confirmed by the wide

range of ages reflected in the groups ofunlicensed fishers, indicating that many had been

fishing previous to the period in which most of the unlicensed stake nets appeared.

Interviews with unlicensed fishers who adopted the stake net as their gear of
choice in the years following the early 1970s indicate that many had previously utilized a

wide range of species-specific gears to support their livelihoods. A sample of 37 of the

' While local fishe¡s and govemment officials use the term illicit, the ¡emainde¡ of the report wjll use the
termunlicensed to refer to those nets operating without legal sanction,
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48 fishers were asked as to whether they had been fishing previous to the rise of the illicit
nets * 24 of them answered that they had. Of these 24 fishers, 21 (91 percent) responded

that they had previously been using multiple gears (gill nets, seine nets, trap nets and

Chinese dip nets) before the rise of the unlicensed nets and were now using only the stake

net. Table 3.4 summarizes fhese trends, but in fact, hides the real loss of diversity

because some of the gears no longer used by the group were diverse within their gear

categories. For example, seine nets, which are no longer used by this group, included not

one but several kinds.

Having established the increase in stake net fishing and resulting decrease in gear

diversity among unlicensed stake net fishers in VCDS, it is possible to move to an

examination of some of the possible reasons.

3.3.3 Globalizing Shrimp Markets and Decreasing Shrimp Stocks

During the last half century, through the aegis offree market operations,
an export orientation 10 trade and planned technology transfer from the
wesl, the fish economies of these countries [south Asia] began to get
inextricably interlinked with the global economic systern.

(Kurien 1998)

[T] he production of fish and foreígn exchange far outweighs in
importance, for politícians and their wealthy supporters, the livelihood of
6l/2 million traditional fishermen and the long-term ecological balance in
India's coastal waters.

Q',lewman 1981)

From a co¡nmodity fornterly used to provide manure for coconut palms,
prawns grew to become the "pink gold" of marine exports from India.

(Kurien 1992)

The tragedy in the USA [Septetnber l lJ means the price is very low now.
. (Stake net fisher, Vallarpadam - September 16, 2001)

The increased global market demand for shrimp began in the early 1970s and had

a marked effect on the fisheries of Asia (Bhatta and Bhat 1998; Kurien 1998; Mathew

1991; Me¡nen 1989; Platteau 1984). In India, as in much of Asia, the increased demand

for export-oriented products was a result of increasing market liberalization by the central

govemment, a process that had begun as early as the 1960s, as India began to realize and
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exploit its fishery resource to bolster its foreign exchange. Increasing exports from

fisheries, particularly shrirnp, represented one option for dealing with the shortage of
foreign exchange. Both state and central govemments supported this option, as did the

Marine Products Export Development Authority (Bhatta and Bhat 1998).

In Kerala, the impact of the push for export oriented production coincided with

technological innovations in the mechanized fisheries sector aimed at increasing the

productive capacity of the fishery, specifically for shrimp for US and Japanese markets

(Meynen 1989; Kurien 1992). Kurien (1992) idenrifies this as the "pink gold rush", and

documents the increase in market prices for shrimp from 240 rupees per ton in 1961-62 to

14,210 rupees per ton in 1984-85. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 provide more detail on the

increased export orientation of shrimp production in Kerala during this period. While the

increase in shrimp production has been discussed in some detail by authors examining the

coastal sluimp fishery of Kerala specifically (Shiva 1991; Kurien 1992; Mel,nen 1989;

Platteau 1984), little has been written on the impacts ofthese changes for Kerala's inland

shrimp fishery.

The market price for shrimp increased dramatically during this period and small-

scale frshers from the community who were utilizing other gears began to enter the stake

net fishery in search of improved livelihood options. Several interviews further

suggested that export companies and processors ("peeling sheds") provided cash

incentives for fishers to change to stake net frshing and supply them with the shrimp for

expoft.

The growing push for economically more profitable, export-oriented products was

identifred by key informants as one of the critical factors influencing the increase in stake

net activity around Vallarpadam Island. This is reflected in the quantity of catch

harvested from the backwaters (Table 3.5).

Table 3,5 lnland Prawn Production in Kerala 1980-81, 1995-96 (Jose 1999)

Year (1980-81) Year (1995-96) Increase

Prawns 4724 lonîes I 1984 tonnes 7260 tonnes
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The trends reflected in the statistics do not mesh with fishers' perceptions of the

state ofthe shdmp stocks.

The biggest change in the (stake net) rtshery is the decrease in tlte nuntber
ofprawns. It is still going down, but the price is going up. The nwnber of
prawns is decreasing because of the increase in the number of
fishennen...

(stake net fisher, Vallarpadam - August 12, 2001)

If we were catching four fish before, now we are catching one
(stake net fisher - Vallarpadam, August 28, 2001)

Thitty years ago... there was
decreasing.

a lot of shrimp; now the numbers are

(stake net fisher- August 27,2001)

During the 1970s there were a lot of chetneen [shrimpJ .

(stake net fisher - Vallarpadam, August 26, 2001)

Years ago, the catch was much better, but the príces were low. Now the
price is much higher, but our catch is decreasing.

(Stake net fisher * Vallarpadam, August 28, 2001)

Interviews suggested that while the price for shrimp has increased significantly in

the last 20 years, individual catches have been steadily decreasing. A fisheries

department official (Emak-ulam, October Il/2001) commented on the situation, saying

that "today the catch is decreasing, tomorrow they will have nothing." The largest

noticeable difference identified by fishers was the dwindling numbers of both choodan

and Naran chetneen in their nets. These species represent the highest value species

caught in the stake nets. Interviews with marketing middle-men confirm that these two

species are the most sought after on the export market (Table 3.2). participant

observation further confirmed that Thelly chenteen now represent the majority of the

catch in stake nets.

Fishers attribute the decreasing catch to a number of factors, including the

increased number of fishers participating in the shrimp frshery (both estuarine and

marine), sedimentation in the fishing grounds as a result of land reclamation in the

backwaters and the increase in industrial pollutants in the backwaters. It was difficult to
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find specific information (i.e. more recent catch data) to conoborate fisher perceptions of
the decrease in their catch. But their unanimous response that the catch has been

decreasing seems to suggest that it is in fact occurring in the stake net fishery.

Coupled with the increased demand for shrimp, the changes to the Kerala state

licensing procedures that were to follow in late 1973 caused many fishers who had

previously used other gears to catch a diversity of species to switch to the stake net to

catch shrimp.

3.3.4 Changing Property Rights and Licensing Arrangements

In 1973 it was a courageous and profitable venture to challenge the state
for a license to fish.

(stake net fisher, Vallaryadam - 09101/2001)

The licensing arrangements and property rights regimes that govern resource use

in the backwaters have undergone significant changes in the past fifty years. It has

moved from a historical propedy rights regime that controlled access to the shrimp

fishing grounds to the cu.'ent system of state-sanctioned licensing. These changes in

access rights contributed to a rise in unlicensed hshing. The growing demand for shrimp,

and the replacement of traditional controls with difficult to enforce govemment

regulations effectively created open access conditions in the shrimp fishing grounds.

This played a key role in the formation of caste-based institutions that would later

challenge the state's ownership of the resource. These events and the institutions will be

discussed in chapter four. This section traces the historical development of fishing rights

and licensing ar¡angements that led to the creation of de facto open-access in the shrimp

fishery.

Following India's independ ence in 1947, the current area of the state of Kerala

remained divided into the 2 princely states of rravancore and cochin, which were

controlled by rajahs, while the southem area of Malaba¡ remained a district of the state of
Madras. Cochin and Travancore were united on July l, 1949 to form the state of
Travancore-cochin. Malabar joined this state on November l, 1956 and the state of
Kerala came into existence with its present boundaries (Menon 2000).
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These political changes had a dramatic effect on the livelihoods of small-scale

fishers, particularly on the system of propefy rights in the backwaters (Table 3.6). The

system of land ownership in pre-1956 Travancore-Cochin consisted of an elaborate

system of property grants from the Kochi Rajah to members of the Nair caste.,vho were

the landholding elite. The document that detailed this transfer of property was called

pattayam. Pattayam referred to the land, and among other things, to the locations where

stake net fishing had traditionally taken place in the backwaters. Pattayam holders, who

were not from fisher castes, would rarely work the land or frsh in the locations they held,

but would charge rent - called pattam - to those who used the fishing locations (fishers

from the vala caste) while maintaining ownership of the actual stake net locations

(interviews with Fisheries Department officials, caste organization leaders and elder

residents from Vallarpadam - 2001)

Frorn 1956 until the late 1960s, the newly formed fisheries department operated

under tlre auspices of the Kerala State Agriculture Depaftment. The cochin-Travancore

Act (1950) and the Malabar Fisheries Act (1952) served as the basis for fisheries

legislation during this period, but did not significantly alter the system that had preceded

it. In the case of the stake net fishery, the system of paftayan was continued as it had

before and fishers of the Vala caste fished for the pattayam holders, paying them rent -
paîta.nx - for the use of the locations. When the Fisheries Department became

autonomous in 196'7 and attempted to institute licensing anangements for the fishery,

tlrere was no record of pattayam holdings or transfers and therefore little on which to

base licensing arrangements. A fisheries department official commented, "the transfer of
ownership is a mystery" (Emakulam, October 11/2001). Therefore, those fishers who

had worked on lhe pattayam rows received the licenses to work the stake net locations -
fhese pattayam rows are identified in Table 3.6.

Beginning in 1974 legislation emerged that required state sanctioned licenses for

all fishing activities. In the stake net fishery, this officially replaced The pattayam system

and is one of the facto¡s that precipitated the current situation in which the resource

reverted to open access facilitating the increase in fishing activity. The fisheries

department lacked staff, money and equipment to enforce the legislation, resulting in two

decades of conflict over access to the productive fishing grounds.
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The period from 1973 to 1980 appears as a critical time of change for the stake

net fishery of Vallarpadam, as it was marked by conflict over access to the stake net

fishery and the padu fishing grounds traditionally used by residents ofVCDS. In 1914,

conesponding with the boom in the global shrimp market and the new fisheries

legislation, a group of 21 Vala families from VCDS installed a row of unlicensed stake

nets 300 meters North of Panwnbukadpadu, one of the traditional pattayam rows which

had received license from the state. The fishers îrom Panuntbukadpadu complained to

the Kerala State Fisheries Department about the appearance of the row of unlicensed

stake nets, asking them to remove the stakes and thereby reduce the competition for the

shrimp catch. The 21 families who had formed this row (Unionpadu) took the matter to

the municipal coufts and received a stay order based on the grounds that they were

fishermen by profession (caste) and that this was their livelihood and their right as

members of the Vala caste. The stay order that they received held for 4 years until 1978,

after which the families from Unionpadu filed a petition - based on the stay order - to the

govemment to receive official licenses. One fisher reported that this process was

facilitated by a bribe given to the Fisheries Minister in order to secure temporary licenses

for the fishers of that row. This process finally concluded in late 1979 when ofhcial

licenses were granted to the fishers from Unionpadu.

The precedent for challenging the state sanctioned property rights regime in place

for the shrimp fishery had been set and others would soon follow. Th¡ee rnore rows of

unlicensed nets appeared in the early 1980s, challenging the state for the right to fish for

shrimp based on their caste-based occupation as fishers. The establishment ofthese th¡ee

rows marks the culmination of collective action on the part of the fishers who wanted

access to the stake ner fishery.

3.4 Summary

The small scale fishery on Vallarpadam has undergone significant change in the

past thirty years. The stake net, which was one of a multitude of gears used by residents

of VCDS in the past, has become the gear of choice. The stake net is used primarily to

catch shrimp, and intewiews with fishers suggest that increasing demand and prices for

shrimp on the globalizing markets strongly influenced their choice to move from multiple
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gears to the stake net. Changes in property rights and the introduction of state licensing

affangements further impacted the stake net fishery, leading to a state of open access in

the shrimp fishing grounds. The institutional responses that the unlicensed fishers

articulated in order to claim access to the padu fishing grounds are the subject of Chapter

four.



Pød¡¿ Ground Name Lesal Status # of stake net sites' # of frshers
Unionpadu Licensed Àa 2l
Panumbukadpadu Licensed l5
Kunentherapadu Licensed 46 6
Thivikadehpadu Licensed 28 6
Kodipadu Unlicensed 43 21

Murupanpadu Unlicensed 40 26
Avapenpadu Unlicensed 62 31

Total 289 126

Table 3.1 Pad¡r Ground Details

I The number of stake net sites per fisher differs considerably from thc licensed to the unlicensed ¡ows.
Those rows that were managed under the historical pattayam system were distributed to those who were
working the nets at the time the state introduced liccnsing arrangements. The unlicenscd rows, including
Unionpadu, were set up collectively and limited fishers to two stake net sites,
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With legal
sanction

Without legal
sanction

Total %
f .eøal

/o

Illicit
1. Kollam 9r8 918 100

2. Alaouzha 2072 686 2-Ì58 75 25
3. Kottavam 723 36 759 95 5

4. Erankulam 3617 26',76 6293 57 43
5. Th¡issur 478 334 812 59 4t
6. Malannuram 30 9 39 17 23

7. Kozhikode 105 52 t57 61 33

8. Kannur & Kasargod 1078 94 t164 93 7

Total 9013 3 887 t2900 70 30

Table 3.3 Licensed and Unlicensed Stake Nets in Kerala (Kurup et al. 1993) The study
site is located in Emakulam District. These numbers are highlighted.

Table 3.4 Gear Diversity on Vallarpadam; Past and Presenl

I Fishers identified gill nets unde¡ the more general term of "strâight nets". The gear category of gill nets
incorporates a large number oft'?es that were specific to species and season (Kurup 1993). Prior to 1980,
they identified that the following tlpes ofgill nets were being used: Kandali Vala, Ka¡imeen Vala, Vaala
Vala, Chemeen Vala, Kanumpu Vala.

'?Fishers identified two t¡pes ofseine nets being utilized prior to 1980: Pattukani vala and the Vadi Vala.

Use of multiple gears
(percentage of fishers
N=48)

Prior to 1980 In 2001

9l t7

Kinds of gears used by
fishers from study
community

Stake Net
Gill Netst

Seine Nets2
Trap nets
Cast Nets

Stake Nets
Gill Nets
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Table 3.6 History of Property Ríghts and Rise of Stake Net Fishing (P:Pattayam row,
=Licensed row. U=Unlicensed row

Date Changes in Property Rights System Name of stake net roìr #of Total #of nets

Pre 1956 P a uay(utl sy stem v\de¡ the Kochi
Raj ah.
Fishers payingpøtlø,r? (rent) to
owners of stake net locations

Pønumbukadpadu (P)
Kunentlterapadu (P)
Thiyikadehpadu (P)

28
46

to2

1956 to 1973 Continuation of Pø¡ tay am sy stem
under Agriculture Department
following formation of Kerala
State

Partunùukadpadu (P)
Kunentlrcrapadu, (P)
Thiyikadehpødu (P)

46
102

1973 to early
1980s

New licensing legislation under
new Fisheries Department (1973).
Increase in shrimp prices
Conflict betweell Pattaya]n rows
and emerging unlicensed rows

Panuntbukadpadu (L)
Kunentherapadu (L)
Thiyikadehpødu (L)
Utionpødu (U)

28
46

42

144

1980s to
present

. Continued conflict and rise in
shrimp prices.

. Increase in unliccnsed nets and the
formation ofthe sa¡?g¿ar?J to
claim t¡aditional hshing rights
(mid 80s)

Panutnbukadpadu (L)
Kun entlrcrapadu (L)
Thiyikadehpødu (L)
Unionpadu (L)
Kodipødu (U)
Muruganpadu (U)
Ayapendpadu (U)

46
28

43
40
63

289
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A - Kodipadu (43 nets)
B - Unionpadu (42 nets)
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E - Ayapenpadu (63 nets)
F - Kununtherapadu (46 nets)
G - Thiyikadehpadu (28 ûets)

0 500m

Figure 3.1 The Padu Grounds of Vallarpadam Island. Locations show the general area of
the row ofstake nets and are not meant to be precise.



Figure 3.2 Stake Net (Rajan et al. 1993)
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Figure 3.3 Stake Net Fishing Activity and the Lunar Cycle. The Malayalam calendar follows the lunar cycles and identifies 15 days.
Fishers knowledge reflected seasonal and daily changes in fishing activity according to these days. Some ofthese changes are
identified in the table below. Fishing takes place during both tides on the full and new moon days. Night fishing always occurs from
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5PÊC'ES
lMalavalam Namcì

Paeneus ind¡cus
(Naran Chemeen)

Merapenaeus
monoceros
(Choodan Chemeen)
Metapenaeus
dobsoni
(Thellv Chemeen)

Chingam Kanni Tulam Vr¡chikam Danu
all7-9116 9t17-10t16 10117-1111s 11t16-12t15 12t16.1113

Figure 3.4 Seasonality of the Shrimp Catch According to Fishers' Knowledge. The figure identifies the Malayalam months and the most
productive hshing season for the three main species of shrimp caught in the stake nets.

MALAYALAM CALENDAR MONTHS
Makâram Kumbahm l\,4eenâm
1t14-2112 2t13-3t14 3t15-4t13

[-4aydam
4t14-5t14

Edavâm N4idunam KårJddakam
5/15.6/14 6t1\-7t16 7117-4116
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CHAPTER FOUR:
INSTITUTIOTVS AND CHANGE: THE PADU SYSTEM

The president of
Ayapenpadu
Sangham collects
names for fhe stake
net lottery.

þhoto by K. Lobe)
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4.1 lntroduction

[I] npacts of rnodernization and economic development on local
institutîons may be seen as negative by sonte and positive by others.
Increased participation in markets may result in the shift of control over a
resource from the local institutions to the outside. But there are also
counterexamples in which commercíalization of a subsistence resource
has resulted in the strengll'Lening of local-level institutions.

(Berkes 2002)

It is widely accepted that small-scale fisheries are characterized by a diversity of

gears that reflect the ecosystems in which they operate. What is slowly being discovered,

however, is that these fisheries, and the communities that depend on them for their

livelihoods, have devised an assofment of management practices that are equally as

diverse (Kuríen 1992; Berkes 1996). In south India and Sri Lanka one of these

management systems has survived for at least three centuries. The padu system of

fishing site rotation manifests itself in at least three distinct geographic regions where

fishers are utilizing stake nets to fish for shrimp in estuarine ecosystems. Panini (2001)

describes fhe padu system as a traditional system of ganting entitlements to eligible

members of a particular community to undertake specific fishing activities in cerlain

designated fishing grounds of the lagoon during specified seasons. Mathew (1991) and

Amarasinghe et al. (1997) have documented two occunences of íhe padu system - one in

Tamil Nadu, lndia, and one in Sri Lanka. The purpose of this chapter is to examine the

padu system in the stake net fishing community on Vallarpadam. In keeping with the

second objective of the research, this chapter identifies a local property rights regime in

place and focuses on its genesis, its functions and finally on its relationship to other

similar systems operating in South India and Sri Lanka. The discussion will bring two

case studies together with my research in an attempt to present a more complete

understanding of the characteristics of thepadu system.

Following a brief background to community-based fisheries management, the

chapter will move more specifically towards a discussion of the role of community and

community-based institutions which serve to allocate rights to fishing grounds.
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Following this, two case studies from the literature are presented in which fishers in

South Asia have self-organized 1o devise a system for the equitable distribution of access

to frshing sítes Qtadu system). Results of the second objective are presented, based on

field research from the stake net fishery on Vallarpadam Island. The identihcation and

comparision of some of the key characteristics of padu sysfems, as illustrated by these

three case studies supports the argument that they are in fact similar in form and function.

This type of analysis may provide further opportunity for the examination of institutional

design principles in small-scale fisheries and a better understanding of the padu system of

fishing site allocation.

4.2 Community Based lnstitutions and Fisheries Management

Common property theory suggests that in order for conservation efforts to be

successful, they must include local stakeholders and resource users in the dialogue

sunounding livelihoods and resource use (Berkes 1989). In many coastal communities

where property rights have been ascribed or maintained by community institutions, the

resilience of the ecological system has been maintained as a result ofthe rules, norms and

networks of reciprocity created by those who are dependent on the resource for their

livelihoods (Berkes and Folke 1998). The literature sunounding local commons

institutions, and increasingly community-based management, provides a detailed

examination of the implications of institutions for resource management in the coastal

commons (Berkes 1989; Ostrom 1990; Feeny 1994; Costanza and Folke 1996; Panini

2001). Costanza and Folke (1996) further suggest that "some ofthe most 'sophisticated'

property rights institutions are found in areas in which these systems have developed over

a long period of time, on the order ofhundreds ofyears." The two case studies presented

below, along with the results from the field research will clearly show that community

based institutions are in fact regulating access to common property resources in the

small-scale fìsheries of South Asia.

In coastal India, examples from Ke¡ala and Kamataka show how caste

organizations, functioning around ideas of reciprocity and strict labour division managed

resource systems sustainably by developing sets of rules and institutions for goveming

the use ofcoastal ¡esources (Kurien 1992; Bhatta and Bhat 1998; Gadgil and Iyer 1989).
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Locally crafted common property institutions play an important role in working

towards sustainable livelihoods by eliminating open-access conditions to the commons, a

condition that often leads to the degradation ofresources (Berkes et al. 2001). They allow

for the community of users to restrict access to the resource, creating a system in which

they have incentive to conserve the resource for long-term and sustainable use. Bhatta

and Bhat (1998) provide the example of traditional farmer associations on the estuarine

fìoodplains of Kamataka, India, detailing how they had managed lands for raising crops

and fish in a sustainable manner for many years. They point to the efficacy of traditional

institutions in managing the scarce resources of the estuary as a key in promoting

sustajnable use of the area. Smith and Berkes (1993) further highlight the success of

strengthening local institutions in their case sfudy of coastal mangrove use in St. Lucia.

Through a strengthening of the resource-user institutions, they encouraged the self-

development of a community-based management system that prornoted conservatíon by

including the users as integral builders ofthe institutions.

Community based institutions are often characterized by an incredible diversity of

rules suited to each particular context and built upon the socíal capital of each group of

users. Ostrom (1992) describes the immense diversity in local institutions for inigation

systems in Nepal and sees this diversity as a strength in the maintenance of their

adaptability and resilience. She argues that no single set of rules can work for each

system, but suggests a process of eight design principles for effective institutions (Box

4.1). The principles focus on specific functions that the community of resource-users

need to address when building common property institutions, and are centred around the

idea of making choices and rules, drawing boundaries, monitoring action and delivering

sanctions as a group (Ostrom 1992). The empowerment of the stakeholders in the

process of developing these institutions to manage the commons is the first step towards

sustainable livelihoods for a community. The maintenance ofthese institutions depends

largely on the survival of the culfural traditions and their ability to adapt to change.

Vandana Shiva (1993) argues that the past trends of development and colonization in

many non-westem countries have contributed to a disappearance of the cultural diversity,

providing fewer altematives - what she calls "monoculh¡res of the mind". The trend

towards less diversity in thinking necessarily translates into a major hurdle for the
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development of sustainable communities as they attempt to create viable institutions to

govem resource use.

If local institutions are to be effective in achieving and maintaining sustainable

livelihoods and providing altematives to state and market institutions they must be

included as essential components in the diversity of institutional alternatives. The

empowerment of resource-user communities is a key element in restoring diverse and

effective institutional options. Naresh Singh (1995) sees empowennent as an enabling

mechanism for achieving sustainable livelihoods, arguing that it restores ..the capacity of
people to cope with the changing environment as societies and communities enter the

transition towards sustainable development". Pomeroy et al. (1998) concur with Singh,

stating that empowerment of communities in the political and economic realm can have

positive outcomes for community based management of scarce resources. This process of
capacity-building embraces all aspects of the community and its social development,

furthering the social context for the growth of sustainable livelihoods.

4.3 Systems of Rotational Access

It has been observed that fishertnen communities sometimes respond to
increasing fi.shing pressures on ftshíng space by devising sea tenure
systems that allocatefishing spots ín an equitable way among the dffirent
righrholders.

(Baland and Platteau 1996)

Societies in which small-scale fishe¡ies are prevalent have traditionally devised a

number of mechanisms for dealing with the question of how to exclude others from what

is a limited resource base. lncreasing population pressures and a shrinking resource base

have exacerbated conflicts in some resource-based communities. In others, there have

emerged elaborate management systems, which at their root serve to address questions of
equity in their attempts to distribute access rights and mediate conflict. Before moving to

The specific padu case studies, it is useful to situate thern within the larger literahrre on

these types of systems.

Berkes (1996) provides a case study of a small-scale fishery in Alanya, Turkey in

which local fishers self-organized to devise rules and a lottery system to allocate fishing

rights to particular fishing sites in an equitable manner. Devising a set of rules and using
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a lottery based system, fishers were able to address the question ofaccess to those fishing

grounds that were more productive than others. Anofher case study often cited with

reference to systems of rotational access to limited fishing grounds is Alexander's (1995)

examination ofa beach-seining community in southern Sri Lanka. Alexander's research

into the fishing community at Ghadavalla provides an excellent insight into a system of

rotational access to fishing grounds and the functions of the system in providing

mechanisms for equitable access, conflict resolution and collective responsibility. In a

marine fishing community wíth only two sites available for beach seining, frshers

developed an elaborate rotational system of access for the equitable use of the limited

fishing grounds. By limiting the access to the fishery, numbering all of the nets to be

used and utilizing a lottery system to allocate the sites, the fishers have attempted to deal

with the problem ofequitable access.

While Alexander (1995) and Amarasinghe (1989) also identify the fishing

grounds of the beach seine fishers ofSri Lanka as "padu", and the management system is

one of rotation, based on a lottery, the current paper does not compare them with stake

net fishing in estuary ecosystems.

4.4 The Padu System in Gontext

"Padu" Iiterally means "fishing site" and has a tempero-spatial[sic]
connotation. It is used by some Indian and Sri Lankan fishermen's
conununìties who practice the systern of rotating access to a Jishing
ground to denote their turn or allottedfishing ground.

(Mathew 1991)

A review of the literature surrounding community-based fisheries management

initiatives reveals some striking similarities in approaches taken in several small-scale

frsheríes of South Asia. In particular, similarities emerge with regard to resource sharing

practices and institutions that facilitate equitable access to fishing grounds within the

stake net fisheries. Identified as the padu system (Panini 2001, Mathew 1991), this

community-based management system manifests itself differently in the fishing

communities of Sri Lanka and South India. The padu system functions in various

capacities depending on the specific social and ecological situation of the community, but
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the concepts of equitable access and resource sharing rernain as central concepts in the

implementation of each.

The word padu has been defined to mean "site" or "location" (Alexander 1995;

Mathew l99l; Panini 2001) and also refers to the system of rotational access in stake net

fisheries in India and Sri Lanka (Mathew 1991). According to the fishers of Pulicat

Lake, Tamíl Nadu, this system has been practiced since "time immemorial" (Mathew

1991). The association of the word pcd¡.¡ with the rotational access system appears only

in Mathew's 1991 case sfudy, but the use of the term appears with reference to fishing

sites in all of the three case studies described below, as well as in the Sri Lankan beach

seine fishery (Amarasinghe 1989; Alexander 1995). This section will first outline some

of the characteristics of each community and then move to a discussion which identifies

the areas of overlap in systems for rotatíonal access to estuarine fishing grounds.

The case studies are from two distinct geographic regions: Pulicat Lake of Tamil

Nadu, south India and; the Negombo Estuary in southem Sri Lanka. Despite the diversity

in approaches taken to distribute access under these systems, there are a number of

characteristics that allow for comparison of those case studies where the padu system

manifests itself. The first of these categories, people and institutions, identifies and

describes the role of the padu system in defining a group of rights holders, its caste

specific nature and the role of institutions in facilitating the functioning of the system.

The second category identifiss and examines how the padu system determines boundaries

for fishing grounds and further defines the actual fishing sites shared by members.

Finally, the operation of the padu system is characteúzed by the use of specific gears to

catch specific species and the use of a lottery system to allocate access to the fishing

grounds.

Table 4.1 identifies the categories used to compare the case studies, a brief

background and some of the details that will be used for comparative purposes in the

following section (a more comprehensive comparative table can be found in Appendix 3).

Each case will be described in more detail following the presentation of some of the

general characteristics in the table below.
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4.4.1 Negombo Estuary Stake Net Fishery

Based on a further investigation of the sharing system first described by Atapaffu

(1987), Antarasinghe et al. (1997) provides a detailed examination of management

system for the stake net fishery of Negombo estuary in Sri Lanka. Again, the idea of

rotational access to fishing sites (padu) provides the central pillar to the management

institution articulated by the community.

The stake net fishing community of the Negombo estuary consists of 345 eligible

Roman Catholic fishers distributed through four distinct geographic regions surrounding

the mouth of the estuary. These fishers share access to 22 padu fishing grounds which

are divided into two areas - an eastem group called the Kongaha area (10 fishing

grounds) and a westem group called the Mankuliya area (12 hshing grounds). The

system of site allocation and rotation is specific to the stake net, a gear for which 82% of
the catch is sub-adults of paeneid shrimp. Of this number, 70%o are Metapenaeus

dobsoni.

The padu system is also caste specific with all of the fishers being mernbers ofthe

same caste - a prerequisite for use of the 22 padu fishing grounds. The 22 fishing

grounds suppof 65-68 stake nets at any one given time. Clearly, without some system to

regulate access and provide equal opportunities for the 345 fishers to utilize the fishing

grounds, there would be potential for conflict. The community has devised a system that

deals with this potentiality by organizing the fishers into four Rural Fisheries Societies

(RFS). These RFS are facilitated and supported by the Roman Catholic Church. The

systern of rotation under which they cooperate has been in existence since the lSth

century, and was given legal stafus by the Negombo Fishing Regulations in 1958

Q4marasínghe et al. 1997). The details of the system are described in detail below.

The four RFS are linked together though the auspices of the Roman Catholic

Church and each ofthem has assigned fishing days - based on a seven-day cycle. Once

those days are known, each of the four RFS independently holds an annual meeting

duríng March of every year*. Because of the numbe¡ of fishers and the limited number of

' The RFS annual meetings are held on tfuee consecutive days during March. One ofthe larger RFS will
hold its meeting on the same day as the smallest RFS.
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sites available to fix the stake nets, three of the larger RFS further divide their members

into two smaller groups (the fourth RFS is considerably smaller and therefore does not

need to do so). At their annual meeting, each fisher in each group (A and B) is assigned

a number from l-n (n: the number of fishers from their group present at the meeting). In

group A, the fisher who draws the number 1 can bid on a site ín the Kongaha group of
fishing grounds (the more productive group). Similarly, the fisher from the same RFS in

group B who draws the number I for his group will bid on tlie site of his choice in the

Mankuliya group of hshing grounds. Before coming to the annual meeting, fìshers are

aware of the most productive sites for fìshing and those who draw an early number are

likely to receive the better site as their starting point ín the rotation.**

During the first assigned day for a RFS, group A will fish all of the sites in the

Kongaha group of sites at the site number that they bid on duríng the lottery at the annual

meeting. For example, the frsher from group A who receives site number I in the

Kongaha group of sites will fish that site on the first day assigned to his RFS. On their

next assigned fishing day, the fishers who were ín Kongaha (group A) will shifr to the

Mankuliya group of sites so that the same fisher from group A who fished site 1 in

Kongaha will fish site number I in Mankuliya. This process is carried on independently

within each RFS so that each fisher will have an opportunity at each fishing site.

There is a slight deviation for the smallest of the four RFS. This group of fishers

is not split into two smaller groups as their numbers are considerably smaller than the

other th¡ee RFS. The fishers draw numbers in the same manner as outlined above, but

operate only in a select group ofsites in the Mankuliya area.

While the RFS operate to a large degree with some autonomy, the link provided

by the Roman catholic church serves to facilitate the cooperation of the different groups.

In addition to facilitating the system of equitable access to the fishing grounds, the

members of the RFS also have a welfare scheme in place, which is a measure of
collective responsibility.

" In all of the four RFS, use rights are guaranteed for one year - and only to those members who are
present at the arnual meetings in March of every year. Not all of the fishers at the meetings bid on a sjte.
Those who d¡aw a number at the bottom ofthe list will often not bid.
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4.4.2 Pulicat Lake Stake Net Fishery

The stake net frshery in Pulicat Lake, Tamil Nadu represents the second case

study that identifies the padu system of fisheries management. It is characterized by a

larger group of fishers who utilize an elaborate system ofgranting entitlements for access

to limited fishing grounds. It displays some of the same characteristics as the Negombo

case study - namely, rules for equitable access to the frshing grounds, a lottery system to

dete¡mine rotation among the different fishing grounds and further serves to reduce

potential conflict over ìimited fishing sites.

Mathew (1991) and Panini (2001) provide a detailed examination of the rotational

access system used by a Pattanavar caste community to manage 25 padu fishing

grounds. These 25 padu grounds, divided into two larger a¡eas called Vadaklcu padu (13

padu grounds) and Munthuraai Padu (12 padu grounds), support a total of 56 stake nets

per day and an active fisher population of 558 individuals. All of the fishers engaged in

fishing in these padu grounds are male members of the Pattanavar fishing caste and

access to the fishing grounds is limited to individuals from this caste. The 558 fishers are

residents of three distinct villages that are in close proximity to the mouth of the estuary -
the ideal location for stake net fishers. These three groupings provide the basic units for

participation in the system ofrotational access.

The padu system operates under the auspices of the village council - what

Mathew (1991) calls the grama panchayat. While the three communities operate their

rotation systems somewhat independently, this caste-based organization provides the

larger framework in which the three communities cooperate to share access to the padu

fishing grounds.

The initial task in allocating fishing sites to individuals is to designate certain

days on which each village will have access. These days are assigned early on in the

process and are known by each individual fisher. Each village receives ten days ofaccess

to the hshing grounds per month. Because they are fishing for shrimp and their fishing

activity is largely determined by the lunar cycles, frshers identify only 14 ..good" days for

fishing in a month (three days before and after the full and new moons). Therefore each

vìllage can count on only five "good" fishing days per month.
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At the village level, the process of site allocation begins with an annual meeting

held on either the temple or church grounds, depending on the religious affiliation ofthe

hshers (one village is Christian, while two are Hindu). Meetings at the temple take place

on December 15, and at the church on January 1. These dates are fixed and seen as

"auspicious" (Mathew 1991). Within each village t.,vo groups are formed - one for

Vadakku Padu and one for Munthurai Padu. These two groups are further divided into

groups of two to th¡ee fishers. These groups represent the basic unit of parlicipation in

fhe padu system. While these groups may change from year to year, fishers are not

permitted to change their smaller groups during the course of the year.

A lottery system is used to assign the groups of 2-3 fishers with one of the fishing

sites. For example, a group of two frshers in the Vadakku padu group will be assigned to

one ofthe 13 fishing sites located in Vadakku padu. This location is not the only location

where the group may fish, but rather seles as their starting point in the rotation cycle to

follow. On the village's predetermined fishing day, the smaller groups of fishers will

staf at the location they received in the lottery. So, if fisher group A (2 fishers) begins

the cycle at location 1 on Vadakku padu, they will fish that site for the entire day (from 6

pm to 6 am). On the village's next assigned day, the same group A will move to

Munthurai padu and fish location 1 in that fishing ground. Again, on the village's next

assigned day, the same group will move to location 2 back on Vadakku padu and so on.

This rotation between the two largerpadz grounds ensures that fishers are afforded equal

oppomrnity for each of rhe locations.

4.5 Vallarpadam Stake Net Fishery and the Padu System

ln the backwaters surrounding the island of Vallarpadam in Kerala State, South

India a system of rotational access for the stake net fishing grounds is in use by three

distinct groups of fishers. These th¡ee groups, called sanglnms (Malayalam for

association or society), fish the Cochin estuary for shrimp using the stake net. All
members of the three sanghams are residents of the same caste community (Dheevara)

and belong to the same larger caste organization comprising 302 families - Vivekananda

Chandrika Dheevara Sabha. While the th¡ee sanghams share a common system for

fisheries management and fish the same waters with the same gear, they are not linked to
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each other. Rather, each sangham operates independently to assign fishing rights for the

padu grounds in which their members fish.

While there were numerous state institutions and caste organizations associated

with the frshery, the findings reflect only those organizations formed by unlicensed

fishers to assert access rights to the stake net fishery. These local institufions, not

formally recognized by the state frsheries department are called sanghams. They are,

however, registered with the State Registrars office at the High Court of Kerala.

Therefore, it is probably accurate to say lhat sanghams are recognized by the Kerala State

govemment, but that their actual fuirctions for management of the fishery are not

recognized.

The sanghants operate according to the padu system, a community-based

management system practiced by fishers in other parts of India and Sri Lanka (Mathew

1991). Following an examination of the evolution of the padu system and the sanghams,

this section will discuss the main functions identified in the sanglrums operating in the

study area. These functions can be divided into three categories: equitable access rules,

collective responsibilities and conflict resolutior/rule-making mechanisms.

4.5.1 Evolution of the Padu System and the Sanghams

The system currently in use among the unlicensed stake net fishe¡s on

Vallarpadarn is not associated with the local panchayat or the caste organization. This in

itself is interesting, given Kerala's emphasis on decentralization of decision-making

authority to the panchayat level. The fishers in the study community are using

community-based management system, but instead of being run by the caste

organization, as it is in other pafts oflndia, they have created an independent institution -
the sangltam - to facilitate tbe padu system of frshing site allocation for each fishing

ground.

While stake net fishers from Vallarpadam never specifically identified their

management activities as the padu system, all of the locations for stake net rows in the

vicinity of the island were named wítb "padu" as the suffix (which in Malayalam

translates as "fishing site" or "spot"). Upon closer examination of the functions of the

sanghams, it became clear that they closely resembled the functions of the padu system



operated by stake net fishers in Sri Lanka and Tamil Nadu: rotating access to fishing

grounds, collective responsibility and conflict resolution functions (Mathew 1991, Panini

2001, Amarasinghe et al. 1997)..

Following the period of change in the study area during the 70s, three groups of

fishers from VCDS organized to challenge state fisheries legislatíon pertaining to the

licensing of stake nets. Interviews with members of these groups conhrm that they did so

in order to cash in on the profits being gleaned from the luc¡ative stake net fishery. The

challenge presented by these tkee groups differed from the earlier challenges, in that the

fishers organized in order to present their collective claim to the stake net fishery as their

caste-based right.

The first of the th¡ee sanghams to emerge was made up of 21 families from

VCDS who came together to form the stake net row of Kodipadu - a row with 43

unlicensed stake net locations. Subsequent to a period of continued conflict with both tbe

licensed rows of stake nets and the state fisheries department (early to mid 1980s - as

described in Chapter three), the Kodipadu sangham presenfed a petition to the High Court

of Kerala in 1987. The petition argued for their caste-based right to the stake net fishery.

As a result of their action, a stay order was issued which prohibited the fisheries

department from removing their "illicit" stakes from the backwaters. Following the

issuance of this stay order, two other sanghams formed to claim similar rights, creating

the unlicensed rows of Ayapenpadu (31 families) and. Muruganpadu (26 famtlies).

According to interviews with sangham leaders, they did so based on the precedent set by

the members of Kodipadu.

The structure of the sanglnms includes a president, vice-president, treasurer and a

secretary who are elected annually by the sangham members. the sanghams are

registered with the State Registrar's office at the High court and have a set of rules

goveming their operation. Formal meetings are held several times each year, during

' It is interesting to note that the assertion of the pad¡r ¡ights by the søl7g,høzrs in the study community also
first occurred (or reoccurred) iû the stake net fishery ofPulicat Lake in the neighboring state of Tamil Nadu
during the earJy 70s. Mathew (199I) draws a corelation between the timing ofthe assefion oftraditional
fishing rights and the development of an export market for prawns. This obse¡vation coincjdes with
developments in the hshery on Vallarpadam.
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which issues related to the sangham are discussed, fishing locations assigned and rules

made. Some of the details of the sangham functions will be discussed below.

4.5.2 Facilitating Equitable Access to Fishing Grounds

The way in which the stake nets are fished, with the stakes planted in long rows,

seemed to be the underlying reason for the implemenfation of equitable access

mechanisms at the sanghanx level. The location of the row in the channel is an important

factor in determining the amount of catch, but equally important is the specific location

of a fisher's net on the actual row. For example, the secretary of the sangham îor

Ayapenpadu (a row with 62 nets) identified stakes 15-21 and 45-52 as the best locations

on the row. The P¡esident of Muruganpadu sangham, after identifying the best locations

on the row, stated that those fishing in these locations could expect to double their

eamings frorn the increased catch compared with those at other locations on the same

row.

One of the key elements of the padu system is the attempt to distribute the catch

more fairly among the fishers on the row by rotating access to fishing locations. All of

the sanghams in the study area have instituted a lottery system that rotates access to

fishing locations to ensure that equal opporhrnity is given for the prime fishing locations

on the individual rows ofstake nets.

A meeting held once per year by the s anghams facilitates the lottery system. The

actual process of the lottery takes the same form in each of the rows. A meeting is called

and all members of the sangham are encouraged to attend. They generally do so, as it is

an important factor for determining their f,rshing livelihood for the coming year. During

the meeting the names of each fisher in the sangham are written on a small piece of
paper, folded, and placed into a brass pot (i.e. for Kodipadu there are 2l fishers and so

there will be 21 names in the pot). A second pot is filled with 21 folded pieces ofpaper,

on which the numbers one tkough 21 are written. Once all the numbers and names have

been assigned to their respective pots, members will take tums randomly drawing a name

from the first pot and then a numbe¡ from the second pot. The name drawn will be

matched with the number drawn and the fisher will know the location of one of his fwo

nets. The second net location is determined by the same draw, so that if fisher ls name is
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drawn along with the number 1, he will fish at location I and 22 on the row. The fisher

whose name is drawn with number 2, will frsh at location 2 anð, 23. This process is

repeated each year so that each fisher has a chance at the prime fishing locations on the

row. This system is in place in all ofthe three sanghams, with little difference apparent.

There was an interesting adaptation to this system on Muruganpadu. Previous to

1996, there were 52 nets on Muruganpadu and 26 frshers in lhe sangham. Their

lottery/rotation system operated as described above. However, due to increased

sedimentation of the channel in which their nets are located, it was decided collectively

by all members of the sanghatn that the 13 nets most affected by the increase in

sedimentation should be removed from the row. This left the fishers with only 39

locations to share among the 26 members and required an adaptation to the lottery

process. It was decided that locations 1-26 would be selected using the same lottery

system as identified above, but that each ofthe nets from 27-39 would be rotated between

2 fishers who would share access to the location. The mechanism used to allocate the

remainder of the locations from 27 to 39 was therefore adapted as follows. The two

fishers who were allocated locations 1 and 2 on the row would share location 27, those

allocated 3 and 4 would share location 28 and so on. On any given day, fisher A would

tie his net at the shared location and on the following day the fisher with whom he shared

the location would tie his net. The decrease in the number of nets has meant less income

for the fishers on the row, but the decision was anived at collectively and allowed for all

members of the sangham to maintain equitable access to the locations and eliminated

those locations where the catch was increasingly poor.

4.5.3 Measures of Collective Responsibility

Each of the th¡ee sanghams has a measure of collective responsibility

incorporated into its structure and function. These measures include financial support for

families in the event of the death of a family member or on the occasion of a marriage.

They also include collective donations to the temple during important festivals and a

shared responsibility for maintenance of the stakes on the row. These measures are

supported in one of two ways. In Kodipadu and Muruganpadu, the sangham - and the

funds required for the collective well-being of their members - are funded by auctioning



a sangham net. In Ayapenpadu the funds are collected as the need arises. Each wíll be

discussed below.

Kodipadu and Muruganpadu incorporafe an additional net to their rows - a

sangham net. This net is owned by the sangham and is auctioned to members once every

fifteen days on Egadashi (the beginning of the lunar cycle and the time of best fishing)

when the nets are being set. The timing of the auction ensures that all members of the

sangham are present and that equal opportunity is given for them to participate in the

auction. Each fisher places a bid in the silent auction, which is facilitated by the

president of the sanghant. The bids received for the auction of the net depend largely on

the season and the recent catch - fishers are aware ofthese details before submitting their

bids. The auction winner gains access to the sanghanx net for the next 14 days and is

entitled to fish at the location until the following Egadashi. If the auction winner does

not pay the sangham for his bid before the day of the next auction, one of his own

locations will be auctioned for the next fifteen-day fishing cycle to make up for the

amount owing. The money collected from the auction is used for the functioning of the

sangham. It provides a bonus to all of its members during religious festivals (usually 250

rupees per family), funds for the Dheevara Sabha temple (1000 rupees per year) and the

functioning of the community school. In addition, the sangham provides a donation to

families in the event of a death or on the occasion ofa marriage (500 rupees).

Ayapenpadu had a sangham net, but decided to remove it due to the increased

sedimentation in the channel where they fish. The sangham continues to provide

donations to members for weddings and funerals (500 rupees) but the money is obtained

through informal collections from the members. Additional funds are obtained by

charging a fee of 1000 rupees for renting out fishing locations. The locations can be

rented out to other members of the sangham on a yearly basis (those outside of the

sangham were not traditionally permitted to fish on the san gham row), but both the renter

and the owner must pay the sangham 500 rupees to facilitate the transfer. All transfers

are temporary and must be cleared in writing through the sanghant. This arrangement

allows for the fishers to take on short-term work while maintaining their membership in

the sangharn. Until recently, this transfer was only permitted between members, but
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renting of fishing locations to outsiders is now permitted according to a newly enacted

rule.

In addition to the collective responsibility mechanisms mentioned above,

sangham members also bear the collective responsibility for maintenance of the row. In

all of the sanghams, a committee js appointed for row maintenance and stake

replacement. At the time of year when locations are assigned, the sangham determines

fhe state of repair of all stakes in the row. This is decided on during the meetings by

asking fishers which stakes are in need of repair and then establishing a day for repair or

replacement of the stakes. The process for replacing stakes requires two canoes and six

persons. The sanghant pays for the cost of the boat rental - if required - but the cost of

the stake (175 rupees) and the wage for the committee member workers (50 rupees per

person) is paid by the individual who has been fishing at the location. The replacemsnt

generally takes between one to two hours and is only undertaken at a time when there is

no tidal current.

4.5.4 Conflict Resolution Mechanism and Rule Making

The third and final fuirction lhat fhe sangha¡zs served was resolving intemal

conflicts among members and making rules to facilitate the operation of the sangham.

The ¡esolution of conflict often entailed the implementation of new rules. This aspect

will be dealt with first and followed by an examination of some of the other rules in use

for The s anghams .

Conflicts within the sangham were dealt with during meetings called by the

sangham officials. Issues were presented either in person or in writing to the leaders and

often centered around the allocation of fishing sites; more specifically the right to use

another fisher's location should he be absent at the time when the nets are set. When

disputes between two pafties could not be resolved informally, they are taken to the

sangham for resolution with the elected leaders serving as arbiters. It should be noted

that these conflict resolution mechanisms are only fo¡ fishers ofthe same row as there are

rarely instances in which fishers will set their nets on a different row and no formal

horizontal linkages exist between the tLnee sanghants.
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As stated already, a recurring situation of conflict identified by sangham members

was the fishing rights to locations when fishers were absent. Ayapenpadu dealt with this

potential conflict by allowing the boat partner of the absent fisher to set his nets at the

location and keep the catch. ln this case, the rules were jnformal and there were no

sanctions in place to enforce them. However, in the case that a member was sick or

physically unable to set his nets, other members would both set and collect his nets giving

his family the full amount from the catch. A written application was required from the

sick membe¡ fo the sangharz in order to facilitate this process and avoid

misunderstandings and potential confl icts.

Kodipadu adopted a different approach to deal with the allocation of fishing rights

for an absent members fishing location. At one ofthe sangharn meetings that took place

during the research period, a rule was instituted stating that when a fisher was absent, the

fisher at the neighboring location (higher number) had the right to fish his location. The

rule came about as a result of a specific conflict between two fishers that had been

addressed in writing to the sangham officials. During the meeting, there was a heated

discussion after which consensus was reached, a decision was formalized and a sanction

put in place to ensu¡e conformance.

Whlle the padu system attempts to ensure equitable access to the fishing grounds,

it also prohibits fishing during the incoming tide when shrimp are migrating in from the

sea to the backwaters. Fishers were keenly aware of the importance of allowing the

shrimp to enter the backwaters to breed. One fisher stated clearly "if we take them now,

we won't get the catch on the way out". Sanctions to enforce this rule were different for

each sangham and ranged from written warnings, to fines of 100 rupees. In the case of

repeated offence, offenders faced expulsion from the sangham.

4.6 Summary

Given the importance of local level management initiatives within the cross-scale

dynamics of resource management, the padu system emerges as a manifestation of a

locally adapted instihrtion that add¡esses critical management issues for small-scale

fisheries. The three case studies provide detail on the areas of overlap wíthin the padu

system as identihed South India and Sri Lanka. These similarities are largely self-evident
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and are identified, compared and contrasted in Table 4.1. However, despite the

overwhelming similarities apparent in both the members and institutional functions of the

padu system, two areas remain in which there remain significant differences. Both the

ideas of nestedness and legal recognition are critical elements of Ostrom's design

principles for effective institutions and both play a critical role in facilitating the

management of resources at the local level.

The idea of nestedness has emerged in discussions surrounding common property

institutions and community-based management initiatives, particularly in regards to

cross-scale relationships (Berkes 2002; Ostrom 1990). In the padu case studies, this

concept appears ín the context of institutions for facilitating the padu system of rotational

access, and in the nestedness of the actual fishing grounds and sites. The differences in

the th¡ee case studies illustrate the potential importance of connections between

individuals and multiple layers of institutions.

In the Negombo estuary, institutions are nested and the state fisheries department

recognizes the role of the Roman Catholic Church in facilitating the system of rotation

for the four individual RFS. Amarasinghe et al. (1997) identifies the facilitating and

organizing role of the Roman Catholic Church as one of the reasons for the effectiveness

of The padu system. He further highlights the importance of legal recognition of the

functions of the padu system as critical to its success. In the case of the Pulicat Lake

frshery, the padu system links across several scales. The caste panchayat facilitates the

padu system for th¡ee vlllage panchaydls. A total of558 fishers share access to 56 stake

net fishing locations. The elaborate system of sharing is divided amongst the three

villages, but coordinated at the level of the caste panchayat. This linkage addresses and

in most cases resolves the competition for the limited number of fishing locations.

However, in the case of the padu system operating on Vallarpadam, the sanghams

operate independently, neither linked to the other sanghams nor to the state or caste

organization.

Legal recognition of traditional management represents a crucial step in

empowering fishers to manage their resources sustainably. In the Negombo fishery, the

four RFS have been given legal status by the Negombo (Kattudel) Fishing Regulations.

Resource sharing practices are reinforced by govemment regulations. In Tamil Nadu,
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Villagers have the right to organize, but have no territorial use rights for the padu

grounds. In the unlicensed stake net fishery on Vallarpadam the thee sanghants are

recognized by the state, but have neither licenses nor legal authority to manage the stake

net fishery. Chapter five builds upon these conclusions, identifying some of the possible

implications for both nestedness and legal recognition in small-scale fisheries

management.



Table 4.1 Characteristics of the padu system

Padu defines a group of rights
holders

¿!.;:
3ã

Pøda is caste specific

Pada specifies the institutional
basis of rights holders

4)
¡r

Êq

Tamil Nadu - Pulicat Lake
(Mathew 1991, Panini 2001)

Padu deftnes the geographical
boundaries

Three villages share access to the
fishing grounds. Total of558 eligible
male fishers

Padu deftnes fishing grounds
and fishing sites

Ä11 fishers are membe¡s ofthe
traditional fishing caste - Pattanavar.
Both Ch¡istians and Hindus are
¡eDresentcd in this câste

Padø is gear specific

¡-

The sharing of the fishing grounds
among thc three villages is facilitated
by the caste Panchayat (caste
organization). Individual villagcs
operate the lottery independently
ùnde¡ the villasa nanchauat

Pødz is species specific

Sri Lanka - Negombo Estuary
(Atapattu 1987; Amarasinghe

Padu uses a lottery for site
allocation

Pulicat Lake, Tamil Nadu - India
Fishing grounds are located close
the estuary opening into the sea

I 997\
Fou¡ Rural Fishcries Societies (RFS)
sha¡e access to the fishing grounds.
Total of 345 eligible male fishers

Three main fishing groutds þadu)
which are further divided into 25 sites

þadu) which can accommodate 56
nets

All fishcrs a¡e of the same caste and
are Roman Catholic

.gurl¡! I/a/ø¡ (Stake Net)

The Roman Catholic Church facilitates
the sharing ofthe fishing grounds
bctween the four RFS. Each RFS then
operates their lottery independently

Shrimp - primarily Paeneus indicus

to

Kerala - Cochin Estuary (this
study)

The thce villages rotate acccss to the
fishing sites on a daily basis within a

monthly cycle of assigned days.
Facilitated by yearly lottery

Negombo Estùary, Sri Lanka. Fishing
takcs place close to the opening ofthe
esh¡ary into the sea

Three sazg,ans (society or association
allocate access to fishing grounds.
Total of78 elisible male hshe¡s

Two main fishing grounds which a¡e
divided into 22 fishing sites which can
accorrunodate 65-68 stake rlets

All of the fishcrs are Hindu and
membe¡s ofthe same caste -
Dlrcevara.

Stake-Seine Nel

Each fishing g¡ound operatcs
indcpcndently - there is no
coordinating institution. The lottcry
system is facìlitated by thc individual
sattglnnts

Shrimp - 82% are sub-adults of
paeneid shrimp. Of this, 70% a¡e
Metapenaeus dobsoni

The fou¡ RFS rotate acccss to the
hshing sites on a daily basis using a
scven day cycle and a yearly lottery to
assign starting points in the rotation

Cochin Estuary, Kerala - India.
Fishing grounds arc located close to
one ofthe mouths ofthc cstuarv
Three main fishing grounds which are
divided into a total of78 sites (can
accommodate 78 stakc ncts)

- 8l

Ooni

Shrimp - seasonal variation of 3

spectes'. Melapetøeus d obsonî,
Metapetweus nrcnocet'os qnd Paeneus

Va la (stake net)

The threc sangialrs operate
indepcndcntly ofeach othcr and
facilitate rotation ofacccss fo¡ their
ftshing grounds only. The rotation of
fishing sites takes placc once per year
at the annual meetinrr



Box 4.1 - Ostrom's lnstitutional Design Principles

Ostrom's Institutional Design Principles (1990)

1) Establishment ofclear boundaries that define the
CPR to eliminate the open access conditìons

2) DeveÌopment of context appropriate rules that
recognize no one set of rules will be appropriate
for each system

3) Implementation of collective choice agreements
in which participants gain a stake in and
participate in the creation of the rules and
govemance structures for the inslitution

4) Monitoring of resource use by approprìators to
address the issue of subtractability

5) Graduated sanctions for appropriators who
violate the agreed upon rules

6) Establishment of low cost, effective conflict
resolution mechanisms to address conflicts
among appropriators or between appropriators
and officials

7) Appropriators rights to devise their own
institutions are not challenged Íiom external
higher level institutions

8) XesteO institutions to provide a conduit for
communication among appropriators and extemal
institutions
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEARNING

Small-scale fishers dry their nets - Emakulam market þhoto by K. Lobe)



5.1 Revisiting the Objectives and Findings

Concluding chapters offer an opporhrnity for reflection and a chance to step back

and look at the larger picture. In order to begin this process, I return to the original

objectives and examine how they shaped the research, or altematively, how they were

shaped by the research. I examine the leaming that emerges from the findings,

identifying opportunities and potential policy implications.

The objectives of the research served to direct and shape the research process as it

evolved in the field. While the stated objectives remained largely static, a dlmamic

process ofrecasting and refining played an important role in applying them to the specific

context of the stake net fishery on Vallarpadam. Not least of these processes was the

actual selecting of a study site, where interactions with individuals and organizations

served to focus some of the ideas for the realities of Kerala. Discussions with Dr.

Thomson at CUSAT, Siby Kuriakose from Gramavikas Society, Dr. Berkes and Jagdish

played a key role in recasting the objectives and establishing some of the more concrete

applications and potentially interesting avenues for research. Finally, members of the

fisher community helped to shape the objectives and illuminate areas of particular

relevance by orienting me to the community and helping me to understand some of its

d1'namics. Retuming to the beginning and examining how these objectives "played out"

will help to begin the process of reflection in this, the concluding chapter. The initial

objectives are presented below, followed by the more specific direction that they took on

during the course of the research.

5.1.1 The First Objective: Understanding Livelihoods

The first objective of the research was to analyze historical and current

resource use and livelihood activities in the small-scale fishery. In order to begin to

ask the questions about livelihood activities, we first had to define the scale of research.

Establishing the bounds and attempting to define the "community" with whom we would

work required a lot of groundwork; walking and talking, informal discussions with

fishers in VCDS and processing this information into a working definition of the study
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community. Focusing on the unlicensed stake net fishers, we began the process of

exploring the actual workings of the fishery: how and when the nets operated, marketing

and processing details and more general livelihood details. While the current resource

use practices associated with the stake net provided a wealth of information, it became

clear through the interviews that there was a historical context for the current conditions.

Understanding these conditions and the historical forces at work took considerable time

and is reflected in the discussion ofChapter 3.

The findings reflect the details of livelihoods associated with the unlicensed stake

net fishery on Vallarpadam Island. The stake net is one of a multitude of traditional

fishing gears utilized in the inland hshery of Kerala, and represents a gear that is largely

specialized in that it targets only a select number of shrimp species. The operation ofthe

stake net provides insight into the traditional knowledge associated with fishing activity,

illustrating the intimate understanding of seasonal and lunar cycles and their implications

for fishing activity. Fishers in the study community had historically utilized a diversity

of gears to harvest multiple species, but in the last 30 years s',vitched to the use of the

stake net as their primary gear. The resulting decrease in diversity of gears being used

has implications for both the increased harvest of shrimp from the estuary and the

perceived decrease in shrimp stocks.

Trends of globalizing shrimp markets and changes in property rights regimes are

identified as two of the possible explanations for the striking increase in stake net fishers

operating on Vallarpadam. The literature on south lndian fisheries suggests that the

influence of market dernand for export oriented species had a dramatic effect on fisheries

throughout south Asia, pushing fishers to exploit those species with higher market values.

On Vallarpadam, the increased market value of shrimp was identified as one of the

motivating factors influencing fishers to enter the stake net fishery. A second factor was

the changes in property rights regimes and introduction of state licensing. Beginning in

the early 1970s the change from traditional propeÍy rights regimes, mediated by an

elaborate system of tenure linked to the caste system Q)attayam), to state licensing,

ueated de faclo opeí-access conditions in the stake net fishery. Fishers who had

traditionally used othe¡ gears challenged state licensing procedures and presented
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petitions to the courts, arguing their caste-based right for access to the lucratíve stake net

fishery.

The combination of these trends played a significant role in the near tripling of

stake net operators from the early 1970s to the late 1980s. A corresponding decrease ín

gear diversity meant that there were more fishers targeting shrimp. Although official

statistics show an increasing shrimp harvest through 1996, fisher's perceptions of a

declining shrimp stock were confirmed by interviews with fisheries department offrcials,

pointing to a sifuation in wirich overfishing may be occurring. It is not clear if the

supposed increase in catch is real or merely reflects an increasing offshore harvest at the

expense of the inshore small scale fishery, as has happened elsewhere (McGoodwin

i989).

Cause and effect relationships are not only difficult to prove, but also tend to

simplify what is often a complex set of relationships and interactions between the social

and ecological systems. However, the presentation of the trends that have shaped

livelihood responses in the stake net fishery on Vallarpadam clearly show that change

originating outside of the immediate context of the community has the potential to affect

conditions at the community level. The dramatic increase in the number of stake nets

operating in the waters around Vallarpadam island and the perceptions of a decreasing

stock of shrimp signal major changes that have the potential to impact the community of

fishers and the ecosystem upon which they depend.

5.1.2 The Second Objective: Property Rights in the Fishery

The second objective was to study local level institutions and governance

structures, including Iocal rules and property rights regimes in place to govern

resource in the small-scale fishery. I remember clearly the first discussion in which

details of the pada system emerged. Jagdish and I had rented a boat for the day and were

on the water during the late aftemoon, surveying the stake net rorÀ/s and trying to create a

working map ofthe area. Fishers were hauling in their nets as we approached in the hope

of an interview. We had no idea that the fishers did not have licenses to operate their

stake nets. We discovered in that conversation that they in fact had an elaborate

organization to allocate fishing sites to its members. The notes ftom that conversation
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were frantic and the questions erupted as both Jagdish and I realized the implications of

the discussion. This conversation led us to the leaders of the three sanghams, and over

time to an understanding of lhe padu system. As it unfolded, this experience sewed as

the basis for the second stated objective. Subsequent focus groups with the sanghams

and interviews with unlicensed frshers helped to provide the basis for Chapter 4. It was

only after retuming lrom the field that I realized the padu system on Vallarpadam Island

did not exjst in isolation. Similar case studies from Sri Lanka and Tamil Nadu provided

the context for understanding Vallarpadam fisheríes and proved to be a crucial

component for placing the second objective within the larger picture of community-based

approaches to fisheries management.

Findings from Chapter four focus on the system for allocating fishing sites among

the unlicensed stake net fishers on Vallarpadam. Chapter four compares and contrasts the

padu sysfem in Vallarpadam with similar systems of rotational access as found in Tamil

Nadu and Sri Lanka. The three systems share many of the same characteristics and

management functions in their corresponding contexts.

The origins of the padu system in Vallarpadam are seemingly tied to the dramatic

increase in stake net fishing activity and the resulting pressures on shrimp fishing

grounds identified in chapter three. Following a period of conflict with the traditional,

licensed rows of stake net fishers, three groups of fishers self-organized in order to

articulate a caste-based claim to stake net fishing grounds. The operation of the

sanghams that facilitate this management system are described and the characteristics of

equitable access, collective responsibility and conflict resolution are identjfied as the key

components of the padu system.

5.2 lnsights and Learning Opportunities
Management

for Fisheries

What becomes clear from the findings of the ¡esearch is that national and

intemational level instihrtions have the potential to affect local resource users and their

attempts to govem resource use and craft livelihoods that are sustainable. It illustrates

the fact that many cases ofresource management are neither small scale nor large scale in

space and time but occur at multiple scales (Berkes 2002). Recognizing that the small-
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scale fisheries management occurs at a multiplicity of scales, and that local management

initiatives are often embedded in national and intemational frameworks, the question

becomes how best to facilitate a dialogue to bridge the cross-scale divide.

The reality ofthe stake net fishery in the sludy community illustrates the need for

discussions surrounding resource management that occurs at multiple institutional levels.

In the case Kerala, the need for genuine collaboration between communities, local,

national and intemational institutions is identified by Kurien (1998) as a priority for the

resilience both the social and ecological systems.

5.2.1 Livelihoods and Change

Small-scale fishing livelihoods have developed from specific ecological contexts,

often exhibiting incredible diversity in both gears used and species harvested. The

fishery on Vallarpadam has moved from this type of diversity towards gear specialization

and the targeting of a relatively small number of species. This transition has been in part

influenced by exogenous change. The advent of state licensing and globalizing shrimp

markets are identified as two ofthese change factors. Impacts of this change can be seen

in the decrease in gear diversity and a perceived decrease in shrimp populations.

Gear diversity is identified as one of the factors that contribute to the ability of

fishers to adapt to change. The use of multiple gears to target multiple species implies

flexibility and knowledge of the ecosystem. As this diversity decreases there are two

consequences that should be of interest to small-scale fisheries managers. First, the

accumulated knowledge of fishers using a diversity of gears reflects a broad range of

species and habitats. This knowledge is a valuable resource and can provide a useful

complement to more scientific knowledge. Secondly, the inherent diversity of many

small-scale fisheries serves to switch species and reduce demand on target species,

helping to maintain individual stocks and ecosystem resilience. The decrease in gear

diversity and the increase in shrimp fishing have serious implications for shrimp stocks

and thus represent critical areas offocus for fisheries managers.

The number of stake net hshers operating in the estuary is increasing. Attempts

to impose and enforce licensing arrangements have been largely ineffective in limiting

this increase, which is reflected in the large number of stake net fishers operating without
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licenses throughout the state. Challenges to the state's attempt at licensing have resulted

tn de facto open access in the stake net fishery. Globalizing shrimp markets and

corresponding increases shrimp prices indicate that this situation is likely to continue and

will contribute to increased fishíng of shrimp populations. Fishers knowledge of the

resource and their perceptions of decreasing catch present a valuable resource for

management. It is impofiant for fisheries management policy to find a way to

incorporate this knowledge in decision-making. The next section identifies some of the

ways in which this might occur.

5.2.2 The Padu system: lmplications for Cross-Scale Dialogue

Defined by Pomeroy and Berkes (1997) as partnership arrangements "using the

capacities and interests of the local fishers and community, complemented by the ability

of the govemment to provide enabling legislation, enforcement and conflict

resolution...", co-management provides a policy bridge between local and state propeÍy

rights regimes. As one of the emerging approaches for dealing with the cross-scale

dimension of fisheries resource management, co-management provides a framework for

linking local and higher level institutions in their efforts to manage resources sustainably.

Co-management assumes a local component for resource management, often

present in the form of locally adapted, community-based institutions that manage

resources. In the case ofthe stake net fishery on Vallarpadam, management ls occuning

at the cornmunity level. The padu system illustrates the potential for community based

management initiatives, highlighting the role of fisher institutions in facilitating equitable

access to limited fishing grounds, resolving conflict and maintaining collective

responsibility norms in the community. Issues of decreasing gear diversity, increased

harvest of shrimp, and the perceived decrease in shrimp populations suggest that local

level management initiatives need to be linked to state level policy. Priorities for policy

that seeks to enable co-management dialogues wíth the padu system should include:

. Assessment of whether other unlicensed stake net fishers in Kerala are

operating under community-based management systems similar to the

padu system. Given the detail of the case study presented for Vallarpadam and

those in the literahrre, this should be a relatively straightforward task that could
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be caried out by fisheries inspectors. Assessing the existing institutions must

be the first step in any process of co-management. If other similar institutions

exist in the stake net fishery, it would be useful to bring all stakeholders to the

table in order to search for sustainable solutions.

Opening of communication between fisheries department officials and the

leaders of the sønghams. A dialogue is crilical if officials are to understand

the functions and structure of the local system. Interviews with officials at the

Kerala State Fisheries department suggest that there is a willingness to enter

into this kind of dialogue. It would be important that this tlpe of

communication clarify how current policy is affecting frshers at the community

level. This would necessarily include market pressures, licensing arrangements

and property rights.

Working with søngltam Ieaders and licensed stake net fishers to clarify

resource use activities and increased numbers of stake nets. This activity

may prove particularly sensitive, as conflict over fishing grounds remains an

issue that has not been completely ¡esolved and the lines between licensed and

unlicensed fishers is still drawn at the community level. Training fisheries

ofhcials in conflict resolution techniques would be particularly useful and allow

for a facilitative role to be taken.

Working at decentralized resource management planning. This could take

place under the auspices of the People's Planning Initiatives - the cunent policy

move towards decentralization of decision-making in Kerala. These efforts

could begin at the panchayat level, perhaps at the yearly meetings. Interviews

suggest that this process is not well attended by fishers, reflecting some of the

struggles inherent in participatory processes.

Providing enabling Iegislation for the pada system. The sanghams are

recognized by the state, but their de facto management functions are not.

Enabling legislation (Berkes et al. 2001) can be created to incorporate the

existing functions of the padu system. This would recognize the role of the

padu syslem, and provide the basis for cross-scale dialogue. The padu system,

with its flexible local rules, confers resilience. Hence, codifying padu and
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freezing it in space and time, may not be the best solution (Berkes 2002).

Rather, govemment recognition of the local authority to devise rules would

maintain fl exibility and resilience.

' Building institutional capâcity. Currentl5 the th¡ee sanghams in the Cochin

area operate in isolation. The case studies from Tamil Nadu and Sri Lanka

provide a useful example of how nestedness of institutions at the local level

addresses some of the issues around increasing pressure on fishing grounds.

Lessons from these manifestations of lhe padu system could be instructive for

building institutional capacity. Efforts to network the sanghams might be a

good first step, and would facilitate horizontal interplay of local institutions

(Berkes 2002). Opporhrnities for creating linkages with the village caste

organization may be one avenue for exploration, as all of the sangharns

currently contribute financially towards this organization.

5.2.3 Conclusions and Areas for Further Study

There is no biological evidence of overfishing, but statements from the hshers

themselves strongly suggest overfishing of shrimp in the Cochin estuary. The sanghams

and the padu system address equity and livelihood issues; however, they fail to address

the issue oftoo many fishers chasing too few shrimp. The cunent padu system in the area

organizes the relations within the group of fishers studied for this project; it does not

come close to addressing the exclusion and subtractability issues of commons

management. To address a tragedy ofthe commons in the shrimp fishery, there is a need

for an overarching organization that can coordinate fisheries management, as in the Sri

Lanka padu case (Amarasinghe ef al. 1997). That is, there is a need to limit access into

the fishery and the catch, in the fishery as a whole, and to make rules acceptable to all the

parties. This can only be done through both horizontal and vertical linkages among

institutions, to provide an adaptive co-management system.

The findings point to the influence of globalizing shrimp markets in causing gear

diversity reduction and in fisher number increase. A more detailed and systematic

examination of the historical background to changing fish catches, changing numbers of

fishers, and influences of globalization on markets were beyond the scope of the research.
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These may be promising directions for future research. Further, the impact of industrial

pollution in the estuary, the linking of the island to the mainland, and the increased

siltation in lhe padu fishing grounds represent areas in which further research could

provide additional clarity.

As all of the above factors come to bear on the fishers of Vivekananda Chandrika

Dheevara Sabha, it is useful to explore the social impacts of change experienced by the

community. This document represents one snapshot in time of a complex and ever-

changing system. Further clarity to the questions of govemance in the stake net shimp

fishery would require teasing out some of the questions that have been identified here.

Such governance would be shaped by the evolution of market forces and govemment

actions, and the response of the hshers and their institutions to them.

5.3 Final Reflections

A recent trip to the grocery store confrrmed the fact that this research has changed

the way in which I look at things. In the frozen food section, I found myself digging

tbrough a sixteen-foot freezer fulI of frozen shrimp. These shrimp come from China,

Thailand, Taiwan and even Canada. The growing disconnect apparent in globalizing

markets is clear when consumers on any continent fail to understand that local actions

have impacts around the world. While there were no shrimp in the freezer from India, on

a small island in the Cochin Estuary of Kerala, India, small-scale fishers are responding

to consumer demands from around the world. Their decision to improve their livelihood

by focusing their efforts on those species with the highest market value makes intuitive

sense, but is having dire consequences for the shrimp populations. Extemal pressures

also include the impact of industrialization in the Cochin area (which is beyond the scope

of this thesis).

Communities of resource users are involved in the managenent of their

resources. Their perspectives, knowledge and accumulated experience are a resource for

fisheries managers. The institutional responses that they have articulated in the form of

the padu system reflect the social needs of their families and their community. While its

conservation ethic is unclear, the padu system has shown itself to be an effective way of

dealing with conflict and provides a conduit for equitable distribution of resources. Any
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effort aiming for sustainability of the resource must incorporate this system in the larger

cross-scale framework of institutíonal responses.

In closing, I would like to say that intemational research is indeed a privilege.

However, like any research it carries with it some responsibility. That responsibility is to

tell the story. This document reflects the story that emerged from my time in India.

Addressing the third objective of the research, I will share this story with the deputy

minister of the Kerala State fisheries department (Emakulam District), with offrcials from

the World Forum of Fishworkers based in Chennai (Mr. Sebastian Mathew), with caste

organization leaders and with the Cochin University of Science and Technoìogy. This

was my promise to those frshers on VaÌlarpadarn who wondered why I was undertaking

the research. It is my hope that telling their story will, in some small v/ay, help in the

search for sustainability in Kerala's backwaters.
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APPENDIX 1 _ GUIDE QUESTIONS SEMI-STRUCTURED
INTERVIEWS

The Fishery and Livelihoods

1 . When did you/your family arrive in the area?

2. What is the main source of livelihood and income for your family?
3. How many fishers are there in the community? I{ow many families depend

on fishing for their livelihoods?
4. Are there different types of fishers? What types of gear are they using?
5. Are most of the frshers residents of the community?
6. How long have you been fishing? WhereMhen did you leam to fish?
7. When is fishing prevalent?
8. What types of fishing gear do you use? What fish are you catching with these

types and when in the year are you using them?
9. What types of fishing gear do residents own?
10. Have there been recent technological innovations related to the fishery?
11. How do fishers establish who can frsh in backwater areas? Are there ever

disputes over this? How are they resolved?
12. What types of fish are you catching?
13. Where are the different types of fish caught?
14. Have there been any changes in the catch cornposition and numbers?
15. How is the fish catch handled after retuming to shore?
16. Where/how is your fish sold/marketed? How are hsh products priced?
17. What types of problems do fishers face? With harvesting? With marketing?
18. How do national level policies, programs, regulations, or laws affect fisheries

at the local level?
19. How have industrial fisheries affected local fisheies?
20. How have intemational agreements affected local fisheries?

lnstitutions

1 Are there locallevel organizations engaged in the backwater fishery?
2. Which groups are formal (recognized by government) and which are informal?
3. How long have the organizations been in existence and how/why did they

develop?
4. Are local organizations affiliated with any other organization? How?
5. How are access, withdrawal, management and exclusion dealt with in terms of

fishery resources.
6. Are there any regulatory mechanisms in place (e.g., quotas, closed seasons,

taxation, licences etc.) in place for local fishers? Ifso, who enforces them?
7. What are rules made collectively by the community pertaining to the fishery?

How is the rule-making body formed and what are its geographical, political or
traditional boundaries.
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8. What are the organizations involved with the inland fishery existing above the
local level?

9. Are the organizations formal or informal?
10- For formal groups, to which category do they belong: state level bodies, NGOs,

private interest groups, international agencies, or other?
i 1. At what level do the organizations operate : intemational, regional, national, state,

or districltown?
12. Are these organizations affiliated with others - either vertically or horizontally?



Appendix 2 - Padu Comparison Ghart

General System
Information
Defining Rights
Holders

TAMIL NADU, PULICAT LAKE
(MATHEW 1991, AND PANTNT
2001ì

The¡e are 3 villages sharing acccss to the padu
fishing grounds:

l. Kottai Kuppam - 168 eligible fishers
2. Naduvoor kuppam - 240 eligible

fishers
3. Andi kuppam 150 eligible fishers

. These groups practice a systcm of
rotational access 1o thc fish¡ng grounds
located nea¡ their communites. Mathew
(1991) and Panini (2001) call this the
PADU system.

Sri Lanka, Negombo Estuary
(Atapattu 1987 and Amarasinghe
t997\

Estuary

There a¡e four Rural Fisheries Societics in
the area which participate in the rcsou¡cc
sharing practices of rotational access to
limited fishing grounds - they are arranged
by geographical areas:

l. Duwa-Pitipana Strcet RFS 100
eligible members/fi shers

2. G¡and Street RFS - 95 eligiblc
mcmbcrs/fishers

3. Sea Strcet RFS - lll eligible
members/hshers

4. Pitipana RFS - 39 eligible
fishers/members

. The stake ¡et fishery is located ¡n Pulicat
Lake, Tamil Nadu. It is the second largcst
Iagoon ccosystem in India.

. Fishing takes place close to the opening of
the lagoon i¡to the Bay ofBengal

. The fishing activity is Iargely dcpcndcnt
on the tidal flow and thus is also seasonal

Kerala, Cochin Estuary (Lobe
2001)

ln

On the island of Vallarpadam in Kerala
State, South India, a system of rotational
acccss for the stake net fishing grounds is
in use by 3 distinct groups (sanghams -
Malayalam for association or society) of
fishers:

l. Kodipadu Sangham - 21 fishers
sharing 42 fishing sitc locations

. The stakc nct fishery is locatcd in thc
Negombo estuary in south west Sri
Lanka

' Fishing takes placc close to thc
opening ofthe estua¡y into the sea

. The fishery is largely seasonal
depending on tidal cycles and salinity

on onc low
2. Muruganpadu Sangham -

hshers sharing 37 fishing
localions on one ¡ow

3. Ayapcnpadu Sangham -
fishcrs sharing 62 fishing
locations

. All of the members from these 3
groups live in the same geographic
rcgion and fish in the same channel of
thc estuary.

102

The stake net fishery on Vallarpadam
island is locatcd in the Cochin Estuary

- Iocally rcfcrred to as "backwate¡s"
Thc fishing activity for the stake nets
is dcpcndcnt on thc tidal cycle and is

the¡efo¡e seasonal in nature-
Ilowever, fishers continue to fish all

26
sitc

3l
site



The use of the
word Padu "'Padu' litcrally means'{ishing sitc' and

has a lempcro-spat¡al connotat¡on. lt is
used by some Indian and Sri Lankan
fishermen's commun¡ties who practisc tho
systcm of rolaling acccss to a fishing
ground (e.g., in the beach-seine fìshery,
stake nct fishery etc.) to denote their tum
or allotted fishing ground (for Sri Lanka
see Alexander, 1982; Atapattu, 1987). In
India the padu system is practiced by the
beach seine fishermen of the Tamil Nadu
coast and the lagoon fìshermen of Pulicat
lake. According to the fishermen of
Pulicat, this systcm has bcen practiced
froñ time immemorial. Howeve¡, the
assertion of thcsc rights in a pronounced
manner sccms to have takcn place only
with the develop¡ne¡t of an export markct
for prawns in thc early l9?0s."
(Mathewl99l)
System ofgranting entitlements to eligible
mcmbcrs for undenaking s¡ecified fishing
activities at a specific location.

levels

The actual word "padu" is used only
sparingly in lhe Amarøsinglrc et al.
case study. It appears in the name of
several, but not all of the hshing sites
used by the fou¡ Rural fishe¡ìes
societies (Orrappadu, Kattapadu)
Mathew (1991) suggests that the
system he describes in Tamil Nadu is
the same padu system as that
described by Atapartu (1987). The
currcnt casc by Anarasinghe ct al. is

based on the wo¡k by Atapattu.

ycar but receivc higher catchcs during
certain periods during thc year (e.9.
monsoon - period whcn the inc¡eased
flow, salinity changes, and industrial
t¡awle¡ ban lead to incrcased shtrimp
catches)

. Fishing takes place close to the
openi[g ofthe estuary to the sea

The fishers do not specifically identify
their management system as "padu",
but the fishing sites are all identified
wjth the suffix "padu" and they
identify the management systcm as

that of their forefathers
The padu system of rotational access
to stake net fishing grounds on
Vallarpadam island exists in direct
contrast with a state legislated
licensing system. Those using the
padu systcm of ycarly s¡tc rotat¡on
cmerged in the mid 1980s in response
to increased global demand for shrimp
and the corresponding incrcasc in
shrimp prices.
There are three other fisbing sites used
by fishers on the island and they are
also identificd with the suffix ofpadu,
but arc fishcd only by fishcrs with
state sanctioned licenses to Iish with
stake ncts (this licensing systcm
emerged in the late 60s). These
fishe¡s do NOT rotate sites, but rather
¡eceive licenses for one specific site
and fish only in that location.
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Caste-SpecifTc . All fishers with access to the pâdu
grounds are members of the traditional
marinc lìshing caste called
P^TT^N^V^RS. Mcmbcrship is
exclusive to one of the sub caste groups
called Pcriya pattanavars

. There are both Christian and Hindù
mcmbers of this caste and both are
rep.esented in the pâdu system.

. (talekettu) In order to gain access to the
padu grounds, the fisher must first
become a member ofthe talekettu - a caste
and gender based village level
o¡ganization of fìshermen.

. Membership to the Talckettu is grantcd by
the Panchayat to male members of the
household and, along with acccss to the
fishing grounds coûfers responsibility oû
the member towards common expendìtures
ofthe villagc (temples, fest¡vals etc.)

Fishing
Grounds and
Fishing Sites

. all of the fishers in the stake nct
fishery are Roman Catholic.

. The system is facilitated by the
Roman Catholic Church and it has
existed since at least l72l according
to deeds kept by the church.
Anwrasinghe e/ a/. (1997) attributes
the success of the system to the fact
that it is maintained by the church and
100% of the members are Roman
Catholics

. Only married males who are
descendants of stakc net fishing
families have the right to enter the
fishcry.

. Resoulce use rights are not
t¡ansferable

. If the¡e is no male descendant, the
right of inhcritance in a family is
discontinued

Th¡ee designated fishing grounds with varying
productivity:

l. Vadakku pâdu (most p¡oductive
because it is furthest fiom the mouth)
Subdivided into ll fishing sites

2. Muntharai padu subdivided into 12

fishing sitcs
3. Odai padu (least productive) Not

subdivided becausc it is no longer
productive. The site is no longer used

. All of the fishers in thc tluec groups
are membe¡s of the same fishing caste
group Dheevara. While they all
belong to the samc larger castc
organization (Vivckananda Chandrika
Dheevara Sabha) the three g¡oups
management systems are not
interrelated

. All membcrs arc l-Iindu

. All membc¡s of thc groups arc male

. Each of thc members is a resident of
Vallarpadam Island

. Resource use rights are not
transfe¡abÌe outsjde of the caste group,
but members may rent tlìeir assigned
fishing space to other membcrs of
their group on a yearly basis.

. The four RFS sha¡e a tola,l of 22
fishing sitcs. These sites a¡e divided
into and East (Kongaha) and West
(Mankuliya) sections. Kongaha is
known as the more productive sitc

. Each of the 22 sitcs has a spccific
name and an assigned number of nets
that may be fished at the site. A total
of 65- 68 nets may be fixed at any one
period

. Sites are diffe¡entiated based on the
averagc shrimp catch at the site and
fishe¡s are well aware of which sites
yield the bette¡ catches.

. Each sangham maintains a fixed
number of sites in a fixcd location.
There is no sharing of hshing sites
between the tfuee sanghams

. See thc fißt heading for details on
number offishing sites
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Gear Specilic ¡ Thc most important gears fiom the point
of view of the padu grounds are stake
nets and d¡ag nets which account for 707o
of the total catch

. Entitlcmcnts to the padu grounds differ
for each gcar

. The stakc nct (suthu valai) is madc up of
two parts:
L tadukl'u - a wall shaped nylon gear

with mesh size from 12 to 50 mm
fixed with poles in the mud- The
length varies depending oû the width
ofthe fishing ground and the breadth
is normally 8 ft

2. Siru Valai - is a bag nct with mesh
rangìng Aom l0-35mm- 11 is
broader at thc rear (app.ox 80ft) and
nanower at the mouth (approx 50 ft)

Species Specific

Thc stake net consist of a bag (10 mm
mesh) about l0 m ìong and t.¡,,o

wìngs (25nlm mcsh) 14 m long. It is
fixed using 8 stakes planted in thc
mud. A ninth stake is used to tie the
boat during fishing activity
This fishery has been in existence
sincc the l8'h century

Institutional
Basis of the
Rights Holders

. Prawns - Mainly Paeneus Indicus caûght
by the stake nets (Mathcw 9l)

. For slake nets, thc padu system is specics
spccific for prawns only

The padu systcm ofPulicat is organized by the
"villagc council ($ama panchayat)" Mathew
I99I. CHECK PANINI

The padu system is only in usc with
the stake net. This gear is a bag net
(approximatcly I5 m long) which his
fixed in the mud using two stakes.
It is used primarily during thc
outgoing tide to catch spccies of
shrimp migrating from the estuary to
the open sea by filtcring action
The stakes used for fixing the nets
remain in the water year round and
are placcd in long rows
approximatcly 4 m apart. One row o
stakes (anywhere ftom 39-61 stakes)
is idcntified as the lishing site and
seryes as the area from which
individual fishing sites a¡e allocated.
Each stake is numbcrcd and lhis
number correlates to the lottery
systcm which is described below

. 82 % of the catch is sub-adults of
paeneid shrimp. Of this number,70 %
are Metapenacus dobsoni

. The system of rotating accass to
fishing sites in the Negombo stake
Iishery is organized by four Rural
Fisheries Socicties at the village level.
These RFS are facilitated and
supported by the Roman Catholic
Chu¡ch - to which all of the members

. the majority ofthc catch is made up of
three tlpes ofshrimp:
1. Metapenaeus dobsoni
2. Metapenaeusmonoccros
3. Paeneus indicus
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three separate organizations callcd
SANGHAMS (Malayalam for society
or association).

. The sanghams emerged as a response
to conflict between the lìshers with
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Use of Lottery
for Site
Allocation

in all four societies belong.
. The four RFS have been given legal

status by the Negombo Fishing
Regulations (1958)

Lottery for padu sites takes place in each
of the three villages independently
Days for fishing are allocated and
coordinatcd by the villagcs and arc known
by all fishers (do they stay the same each
year??). Each village has access to the
fishing grounds for l0 days per month.
Because they are fishing for prawns and
lishing activity is largely determined by
the luna¡ cycles, there are only 14 good
days for fìshing in a month (threc days
before and aÍìer the full and new moon).
Therefore each villagc can count on an
average of 5 "good " fishing days per

were fishing illegally. The sanghams
rcpresent those groups of fishers who
organizcd in o¡der to claim their caste
based right to the stake net hshing
grounds

. Each goup's sangham operates on a

similar set of rules with yearly
clcctions for thc prcsidcnt. vice
prcsident, secretary and treasurcr.
These elected officials run meelings,
mediate disputes among members

. The sanghams and their management
role are not recognized by the fisheries
department, but they are officially
registc¡cd with thc State registrars
office

. While all of the frshe¡s in the
sanghams arc members of the local
castc organization (Vivckananda
Chand¡ika Dheevara Sabha), this
organizalion has no rolc in facilitating
the sanghams o¡ the padu system.

. There are fou¡ Ru¡al Fisheries
Societies that are set up based on
geographical location

¡ Each RFS holds an annual mccting in
March ofeach year. They are held on
th¡ee consecutive days with 2 of thc
RFS sharing the same day

. Th¡ee of the RFS further divide their
members into two g¡oups - A and B

. All fishers who attcnd the AGM are
assigned numbers fiom I n (n=the #
offishers present).

. So. within each RFS. there will be two

. Each sangham facilitates a yearly
meeting at which a lottery system to
allocate lhe fishing sites in their row
ofstakc nets takcs placc

. Each fisher will gct two fishing sites
allocated to him (cxccpt in the case of
Muruganpadu as described below)

. The lottery system operatcs as

follows: at the yearly mccting (hcld at
different times of the year for each
sangham), the names of each
fishcr/mcmbcr will be placcd in a
srnâll ñôt ¿cô fhâf fô¡ Kô.linârl" iËêre
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month.
The two Hindu groups meet on an
auspicious day at the temple grounds
(December l5), while the Christian group
offishers meet at the church (January l).
All proceedings are undertaken ìlnde¡ the
auspices of the village panchayat (villagc
council at thc infomal level)
'Within each village (total of3) two g¡oups
are formed one for Vadakkupadu a¡d
one for Munthurai padu. These two
groups are furthe¡ divided into groups of
two or three fìshermen/group. These
groups represent the basic unit of
participation in the padu system. These
groups may change fÌom year to yea¡, but
not during the same ycar-
'When lots are drawn, thc group is listed
wilh lhcir assigned padu location (this is
noted down by the chicf of the caste
panchayat). This location is not the only
location wherc thc group may fish, but
rather servcs îs thcir slart¡ng location in
the cycle.
Therc are two largcr padu grounds in use.
These are fu¡ther subdivided into smaller
sìtcs - a total of 56 sites fo¡ the two padu
g¡ounds (thc smallcr sites are also denoted
with the te.m "padu"-
On the v¡llagcs predctermined day for
fishing, the groups will start at their
lottery-assigned location. So, if fisher
g¡oup A (3 fishers) begins thc cycle at
location I on Vadakkupadu, they will fish
that s¡te lor the entire day (ûom 6pm to
6am)- On thc villages next assigned day,
the same group A will move to
Munthuraipadu and fish location I in that
padu ground- On the villages next
assigned day, the same group will move to
Iocation 2 back on Vadakkupadu and so

groups (A and B) and fishers in each
will receive a number.
In group A, the fisher who draws the
numbe¡ I can bid on a site in the
Eastcm group of siles (Kongaha
moro p¡oductive). In group B, thc
fisher who draws number 1 will bid on
a sitc in the Westem group of sites
(Mankuliya). Fishe¡s will be awa¡e of
the most productive sitcs prior to
coming to the AGM
Each RFS has assigned days for
fishing - based on a '7 day cycle.
During thc first assigned day for an
RFS, group A will fish all of the sites
in Kongaha at the site number thcy bid
on in the lottery. For example, the
fisher from group A who receives site
numbe¡ I will fish that site on the first
day assigned to his RFS. On thcìr
next assigncd fishing day the fishers
who were in Kongaha will move to
thc Westem group of sites and fish the
same numbcr as thcy did on the
pr€vious day. For example, the same
hsher from g¡oup A who fished site I
in Kongaha will fish site 1in thc
Mankuliva area on their next assigned
duy.
The fishing sites are rotated within the
RFS (between group A and B and the
east and west sites)so that each fisher
will have an opportunity at each sitc.
This process is car¡ied out for cach
RFS on their assigned day for fishing.

will be 21 names in the pot). In a

sepamte pot, the numbe¡s of the first
half of the fishing sitcs available a¡e
placed (in this case numbcrs 1-21).
The president will then draw a namc
from the name pot and a

corresponding number from the
sccond pot. lf fishcr As name is

drawn along with numbe¡ l, he will
hsh at location numbc¡ I and location
nwber 22 (reÇall that lhcre are 42
sites total). If fisher Bs name is drawn
in conjunction with number 2, he will
fish at location number 2 and location
23. The fisher who draws site number
3 will fish that site and number 24 etc.
Thc sites d¡awn during the lottery are
kept for a one year pcriod. Unlike the
case studies f¡om Tamil Nadu and Sri
Lanka, the sites are not rotated during
the year, but only oncc pcr year during
the lottery process outlined above
Muruganpadu sangham was forced to
decrease its original number of fishing
sites due to increased siltation of thc
channel in which their sitcs are
locatcd. Wìth 26 members, they had
52 fishing sites. Cunently, they have
reduced the number of stakes (ñshing
sites) in their row to 39 and thus have
adapted their lottery system. Fishers
will now have one location lhal is
thei¡s alone and share one site with
another fisher - altcmating days,
Thc¡e is an clabomte system of
conflict ¡esolution mechanisms/rules
in place to allocate fishing sites in the
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